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PREFACE 
 

The work of SAIIER forms an integral whole within the experiment of Auroville. The 
experiment itself is an attempt to work out, give content and practical shape to the vision of 
Sri Aurobindo and the Mother on the future evolution of man. 
 
SAIIER aims to serve as an institution for new experiments and research in integral education 
within Auroville, ultimately an endeavour towards human unity. Being located in the 
International Township of Auroville and situated adjacent to several villages, SAIIER possesses 
unique potential for research and experimentation in education. 
 
SAIIER was founded in 1984 to coordinate and further develop the educational research in 
Auroville. Presently there are about 200 researchers working under the institute‟s umbrella, 
organized in research teams around the following areas: 
 
Experiments in objectives, contents and methods of a new system of education  
Experiments in fine arts  
Experiments in environment and village extension work  
Experiments in physical education  
Research in special themes such as Indian culture, evolution and Savitri 
 
The institute is composed of a number of autonomous research units, each of which functions 
in a democratic style of internal organization. The administrative work of the Institute is 
being coordinated from a central office situated at Bharat Nivas. The construction of the new 
building of SAIIER Office has been started this year in the administrative area of Auroville.  
 
All the units under SAIIER are grouped into 7 centres which carry out research and their 
research activities. The following seven centres of SAIIER cover different aspects of the 
Auroville experiment: 
 
1. Centre of Educational Research 

2. Centre of Studies in Sri Aurobindo and the Mother 

3. Centre of East, West, and Human Unity 

4. Centre of Indian Culture 

5. Centre of Arts, Crafts and Technologies 

6. Centre of Man, Nature and Environment 

7. Centre of Physical Education and Perfection of the Body 

Volume 2 of this Annual Report contains the reports of the units and projects relevant to each centre 
listed above. 
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INTRODUCTION: A BRIEF REVIEW 

 
Auroville is a unique place in that it escapes conventional classifications – is it a commune, 
intentional community, township, global village, city, ashram or forest? It is none of these 
and all of these. People visiting Auroville leave with a sense of wonder at having encountered 
a place that is still unfolding, still in the making and yet with so much to offer to the world. 
The centres under SAIIER reflect different aspects of Auroville and in so doing they act as 
microcosmic portals of significant activites happening in Auroville as a whole. 
 
The various centres and their corresponding units that are covered in this second volume of 
the SAIIER Annual Report focus on practical and theoretical research projects that invite 
participation from Auroville residents as well as others who visit Auroville or are interested to 
follow its progress. In this way the centres can be seen as bridges between Auroville and the 
outside world on more than one level. They are vital in raising awareness about the 
philosophy of Sri Aurobindo and the Mother on a theoretica plane; they contribute ongoing 
information about the research and cultural activities in Auroville; and they attract 
participation in the Auroville experiment from those members of the general public who 
would like to know more about the environmentally sustainable lifestyle that cities of today 
need to adopt. 
 
Each of the seven centres consist of units which are independent from each other, yet related 
by thematic focus. The Centre of Educational Research, for example, is composed of all the 
different Auroville and outreach schools (see SAIIER Annual Report, volume 1). Centre of 
Studies in Sri Aurobindo and the Mother includes the units – Savitri Bhavan, House of Mother‟s 
Agenda and Laboratory of Evolution. Most of the units are open to guests and volunteers who 
opt to offer their energy towards the realization of Auroville‟s ideals. The workshops, reading 
sessions, and other classes that are regularly organized by Savitri Bhavan on the works of Sri 
Aurobindo and the Mother, for instance, benefit not only Auroville residents but many people 
from other parts of India and abroad who are actively following Auroville‟s progress through 
the net or audio-video materials. In direct contrast, the Botanical Garden and the Eco-
Exhibition (that fall under the Centre of Man, Nature, and Environment) are hands-on projects 
that impact a wide spectrum of people including school children and adults who visit Auroville 
in the hope of discovering new efforts towards sustainable green practices.  
 
While some units strive to project different facets of Auroville to the world in various forums, 
others like Aurofilm bring the world to Auroville in the form of award-winning cinema 
presentations from India, France, Japan, Spain, USA and other countries. Although there are 
many venues for film viewing in Auroville, the Bharat Nivas Auditorium is the most capacious 
(500 seats) and comfortable space for watching the 35 mm Aurofilm shows. The Aurofilm 
team also  conduct workshops on film making for  Aurovilian amateurs who are interested in 
the field. In the area of the performing arts, artists involved at Kalabhumi music studio offer 
periodic quality concerts for the community along with musicians from Pondicherry and other 
places. Some artists also devote several hours per week to nurturing musical talent among 
children of Auroville by giving classes in the playing of a particular instrument, such as the 
saxophone, piano and drums. 
 
Expression through artwork and dance draws many people, regardless of age. Some units work 
specifically with village women who do not have the same opportunities as others. Mirra 
Women‟s Group takes it a step further and offers workshops in drawing, tie and dye painting, 
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and creating beaded jewellery -- activities that rural women can use to develop their 
creativity and finally make a product that they can use. 
 
Centre of Physical Education and Perfection of the Body consists of units such as Pitanga, 
Dehashakti,  AV Sports Resource Centre that are actively dedicated to promoting physical 
fitness among people of different ages and backgrounds. Pitanga contributes to both physical 
and mental well-being through its holistics programs in yoga, pranayama, and other 
alternative healing practices. It is also a cultural hub in that it promotes Auroville art in its 
exhibition gallery and music through its regular concerts. Another unit that is holistic in the 
activities it organises is Arka which falls under the Centre of East, West and Human Unity. 
Arka is unique in that it is especially focused on senior residents of Auroville, and their 
physical, emotional, and mental well-being.   
 
Project reports are presented along with the unit reports compiled in this volume. For 
example, the Aurolympics project report follows the unit reports under the respective centre 
heading -- Centre of Physical Education and Perfection of the Body. 
 
 
September, 2011  
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SAVITRI BHAVAN 
 
 
Aims 
 
The overall aim of Savitri Bhavan is to foster  spiritual values on which a true and lasting 
human unity can be founded, by making available to students and seekers worldwide all 
possible materials, facilities and assistance that would aid a deeper and more widespread 
understanding of the vision and teachings of Sri Aurobindo and the Mother. The Mother has 
referred to Sri Aurobindo‟s epic poem Savitri – a legend and a symbol as „The supreme 
revelation of Sri Aurobindo‟s vision.‟ Since the inception of Savitri Bhavan in 1995, Sri 
Aurobindo‟s epic has been a central focus of its work. A wide variety of outreach activities 
are conducted in the four languages of Auroville (English, Tamil, French, Sanskrit), to respond 
to the needs and interests of people of varying psychological types and backgrounds. To 
support these activities, learning materials of many kinds are produced. For this, a variety of 
research projects are undertaken. 

 
Facilities offered 
 
With the support of well-wishers from all over the world, as well as grant assistance from the 
Government of India under the SAIIER Development Scheme, a beautiful complex has been 
created in which during the period 2010-11 it was possible to  offer the following facilities: 
 

 Reception and Information Service: The Reception Desk was open from 9-5 daily, 6 days 
a week, to receive visitors and answer queries. Queries from students and researchers 
were also dealt with by e-mail and correspondence. Books, recordings and other learning-
materials related to the activities of Savitri Bhavan were made available through the 
Information Service. 
 

 Picture Gallery: The gallery displayed the Meditations on Savitri paintings made by Huta 
under the guidance of the Mother, illustrating selected passages from Sri Aurobindo‟s 
poem. In the course of the year, 3 major exhibitions were held, covering Book Two of 
Savitri (April – June 2010); Books 3, 4, 5 and 6 (July – October 2010); Books 7, 8, 9 and 10 
(January – March 2011). 
 

 Reading Room: The Reading Room houses a reference collection of books and journals to 
facilitate study and understanding of Sri Aurobindo‟s Savitri. 
 

 Listening Space: consists of a rich collection of recorded talks, video-films and music 
relating to Savitri, the life and teachings of Sri Aurobindo and the Mother, and the aims 
and ideals of Auroville. This was made available for use by individuals, in addition to the 
audio-visual archival and loan collection. 
 

 Maison de l‟Agenda de Mere – House of Mother‟s Agenda: Created in 1988 to provide 
access to the Mother‟s Agenda – the Mother‟s record of her sadhana from 1956–1973 – the 
House of Mother‟s Agenda has been located at Savitri Bhavan since 2006. The aim is to 
make the deep insights recorded in the Mother‟s Agenda – the Mother‟s own record of her 
sadhana after the Supramental Manifestation of February 1956 – accessible to everyone 
interested. Since the Mother‟s Agenda is in French, the activities of the House of Mother‟s 
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Agenda target in particular French-speaking people, and most of the activities and 
research are done in the French language – one of the four languages prescribed by the 
Mother to be taught in Auroville. 
 

 Outdoor Amphitheatre and Garden 
The amphitheatre is used for large gatherings, and the garden, while providing a pleasant 
ambience, has also been made into an educational area by the labelling of many plants 
with their spiritual significance given to them by the Mother. 

 
Research Activities 2010-11: Outputs 
 
A: Outreach  
The year began with celebrations of the Centenary of Sri Aurobindo‟s arrival in Pondicherry. 
On April 4th, the Centenary Day itself, a programme entitled Seer, Deep-hearted was 
presented. Autobiographical poems of Sri Aurobindo were read by Shraddhavan, a 
performance on acoustic violin was offered by Aurovilian musician Holger and these offerings 
were accompanied by projections created by Aurovilian artist Leonard. Later in the month of 
April, there was a presentation in the context of Auroville‟s Earth Week celebrations, entitled 
For Earth and Men sharing glimpses of the Mother‟s and Sri Aurobindo‟s vision of the Earth 
and its future, mainly through some of the Meditations on Savitri paintings created by the 
Mother with Huta in the 1960s. 

 
Throughout the year a rich programme was conducted, consisting of regular classes and 
courses as well as special events of different kinds. In the course of the year, the number of 
weekly activities increased to 16. In addition, 17 film shows, 12 exhibitions, 16 Orientation 
sessions for guests, volunteers and newcomers, 24 guest lectures and 4 musical offerings were 
presented, with an average attendance of 25. Savitri Bhavan also hosted a number of 
workshops on Integral Yoga, Well-being and integral Health, Indian Psychology (a 5-day 
workshop conducted by the Institute of Indian Psychology) and Inner consciousness. In all, we 
estimate that these activities reached at least c. 2000 beneficiaries, including adult 
Aurovilians, students of Auroville and outreach schools, and members of the general public. 
 
B: Learning Materials 
Documentation: In addition to a large number of texts compiled and photocopied for the use 
of regular classes and courses, during the year information brochures on the following topics 
were prepared in English, French and Tamil, and made available in the information section: 
Savitri Bhavan, Savitri, Sri Aurobindo and the Mother, Auroville, Huta and her paintings, 
House of Mother‟s Agenda, The Mother‟s Agenda. (15 A4 folders). Fourteen albums were 
prepared of the Meditations on Savitri paintings, and 5 of the Mother‟s sketches for the 
paintings. Special documentation was also prepared on The Mystery of Sri Aurobindo‟s Passing 
(6 A4 folders) to accompany an exhibition for the 60th Anniversary of Sri Aurobindo‟s Passing, 
and on The Supramental Transformation (5 bilingual booklets (French/English) to accompany 
a series of talks at the time of a major exhibition on the theme in February 2011. Explanatory 
captions were prepared for 2 other exhibitions – Flowers and their Spiritual Significances and 
Dreams of Nature  - presented in September and December 2010. 
 
Audio-visual materials 
All guest-lectures and many of the regular classes held at Savitri Bhavan are recorded in both 
audio and video. In this way over the years a large collection of valuable learning materials 
has been built up and is constantly being enlarged. One staff member maintains the archive, 
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another prepares and distributes copies according to the needs of on-going programmes, or 
requests from outside. During the year a new facility was established near the Reading Room, 
where interested individuals can access all the recordings. During the year too, a new 
collaboration was established with  Auroville Radio, so that recordings of major guest lectures 
held at Savitri Bhavan have been made available for hearing or downloading on the Radio‟s 
website, along with explanatory documentation. In addition, 4 new films were created in the 
Meditations on Savitri series, completing the entire series of 18 DVDs covering all the 472 
paintings of the series.  
 
Learning materials of lasting value are also being produced as outputs of research projects.  
 
C: Research Projects  
 
8 Research projects were undertaken by team members over the year, as follows: 
 
1)  Savitri Study Circle : The study circle, consisting of about 25 people, meets every Sunday 
morning without fail throughout the year. In the period 2010-11 there was detailed study of 
the text of Books Four, Five and Six of Sri Aurobindo‟s Savitri. Insights gained as an outcome 
of the group study are shared with enquirers around the world through e-mail and 
correspondence. 
 
2)  The Mother‟s Flower Significances : (Main researcher – Dhanalakshmi) The aim of this 
project was to label all the plants in the Savitri Bhavan Garden with their spiritual 
significance as given by the Mother, in order to create an inspiring educational environment. 
More than 150 plants in the garden were identified, and their names and significance were 
recorded. 70 plants have been labelled with specially-designed study signs; in addition, a 
photo exhibition was presented around the theme in December 2010, resulting in increased 
awareness amongst users and visitors to Savitri Bhavan of the Mother‟s unique teachings about 
the significance of flowers and plants. 
 
3)   Religion and Spirituality in the Light of Sri Aurobindo and the Mother: (Main researcher 
– Martin Sobieroj) After identifying relevant passages in the writings of Sri Aurobindo and the 
Mother, which would help to answer questions such as „What is religion and spirituality? What 
are their distinct marks? Why did Sri Aurobindo and the Mother declare the end of religion and 
the beginning of an age of spirituality? What position we might usefully take and how to 
implement it?‟ and studying them thoroughly, an annotated compilation has been completed 
and is ready for publication. 
 
4)  Savitri References in the Mother‟s Agenda (French version) : (Main researcher – Muriel 
Ghion). Complete compilation in the original French of references to Sri Aurobindo‟s Savitri 
occurring in the Mother‟s Agenda along with indexes, complementing an English version 
prepared earlier.  Both compilations are available in the Savitri Bhavan Reading Room, and on 
CD by request. 
 
5)  Translation of Vedic Hymns : Brihaspati/Brahmanaspati (Main researcher – Nishtha) – 12 
hymns have been translated and prepared along with Sanskrit text, interpretation, comments 
and detailed vocabulary ready for publication. In addition 6 articles have been supplied to the 
German journal Yoga Actuell and a 3-month weekly course has been offered at Savitri Bhavan 
September – December 2010. An edited version of this course is being offered online. 
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6)  Upanishads in the Light of Sri Aurobindo (Main researcher – Vladimir Iatsenko) Detailed 
study of 12 hymns to Surya-Savitri in the Rig Veda in the light of Sri Aurobindo resulted in 
creating a course held at Savitri Bhavan (Sept.-Dec.2009) and the course read at the ICIS, 
Gnostic Centre New Delhi. The course material is published online as a 100-page book entitled 
Studies of the Rig Veda; Hymns to the Sun God. 
 
7)  Sri Aurobindo‟s vision of the Earth : (Main researcher - Shraddhavan) A power-point 
presentation was prepared and presented during Auroville‟s Earth Week celebrations in April 
2010. A second presentation was prepared in March 2011 for presentation as part of the Earth 
Week celebrations in April 2011. Both were compiled from the writings of Sri Aurobindo and 
the Mother about their view of the nature and significance of the Earth, and our role as 
human beings in supporting it. The first presentation is available on CD on request; the 
second can be accessed on the Auroville Radio website. 
 
8) The Mystery of Sri Aurobindo‟s Passing : (Main researcher – Muriel Ghion) Documentation 
on the theme was compiled from many sources, some no longer readily available, and 
presented in  6 A4-size laminated brochures, containing respectively 1) messages from the 
Mother, 2) extracts from her Agenda, 3) reminiscences by eye-witnesses, 4) the accounts of 
the four Ashram photographers who were allowed to document the event, 5) a long article by 
Dr. Nirodbaran, one of Sri Aurobindo‟s attendants and 6) another long article by Amal Kiran 
(K.D. Sethna) which the Mother authorised for wide public distribution in early 1951. Two sets 
of these 6 brochures were available to the public throughout the exhibition, and can now be 
accessed in the Savitri Bhavan Reading Room. They are also available on request in pdf 
format. 
 
D: Publications 
 

As usual, two issues of our English journal Invocation – Study Notes on Savitri appeared in 
April and November 2010. Two issues of the Tamil journal Prarthana were brought out in 
August 2010 and February 2011. In addition, the following publications were produced:  
 

Savitri – The Way of Love  by Richard Eggenberger (pamphlet in English – 500 copies) based on 
the first Dr. M.V. Nadkarni Memorial Lecture, held in March 2010. 
 

Savitriiyil Oru Payanam by (book in Tamil – 1000 copies) – 12 essays on Sri Aurobindo‟s Savitri 
by noted savant Dr. Prema Nandakumar, the first publication of this kind ever to be made 
available to the public. 
 

La Conscience Supramentale et l‟Evolution Humaine by Sraddhalu Ranade (pamphlet in 
French – 1000 copies) – the French translation of a booklet published in English the previous 
year.  
 

The first volume of an exhaustive compilation of writings on Savitri by Ashram author Amal 
Kiran (K.D. Sethna), prepared at Savitri Bhavan, was published by Clear Ray Trust, 
Puducherry.  
 

Outcomes  
 

Through the Outreach activities held in the course of the year, the corresponding Learning 
Materials that have been distributed, the publications that have gone out to 45 countries 
around the world as well as to every State of India, the many talks that have been made 
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available by Auroville Radio and received  appreciatively by people all over the world, as well 
as the on-line courses offered by our researchers, it is estimated that at least 6000 individuals 
have benefitted from the activities and facilities of Savitri Bhavan during the period April 
2010 to March 2011, and hopefully gained some awareness and understanding of the vision 
and teachings of Sri Aurobindo and the Mother, which underly the Aims and Objectives of 
Auroville.   
 

Construction 
 

The „First Brick‟ ceremony for a long-planned Hostel building was held at sunrise on March 29, 
2010. The Hostel comprises 9 rooms with attached bathrooms, plus common facilities of 
kitchen and dining area, utility and storeroom, laundry and drying area, reception, cycle-
lockup, etc.. There are 7 small rooms and 2 larger ones, making it possible to accommodate 
11 people. The aim is to be able to provide free or very moderately priced temporary 
accommodation for visiting speakers and teachers, students and researchers, and volunteers 
offering their services at Savitri Bhavan. Over the course of the year 2010-11 the raw-
structure was completed. It is hoped that sufficient funds will become available to enable 
completion of the Hostel by March 2012. 
 

 
 
 
The Centenary of Sri Aurobindo’s Arrival in 

Pondicherry was celebrated by several 

events in Auroville. On April 4, 2010, 

students from local schools participated in a 

day-long programme, which ended with a 

visit to Sri Aurobindo’s Statue. The 

programme, organised by the Tamil 

Heritage Centre, was called ‘A Hundred 

Children, A Hundred Flowers’. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Throughout the year, Savitri Bhavan 

receives many visits from architects and 

architecture students who are fascinated by 

its unusual architecture. Savitri Bhavan’s 

architect sometimes takes time out from his 

office to receive groups. 
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The 60
tth 

anniversary of Sri 

Aurobindo’s Passing was marked by 

an exhibition of little-known 

photographs of his body lying in state 

from December 5-9. The exhibition was 

supplemented by a set of 6 folders, 

documenting the momentous occasion, 

and a talk by well-known Aurovilian 

author and speaker, Georges van 

Vrekhem. Many visitors were deeply 

touched by the concentrated 

atmosphere of the exhibition in the 

Hall. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Throughout December 2010 we were 

privileged to display remarkable 

photo-portraits of flowers, captioned 

with the spiritual significances given to 

them by the Mother. This was part of 

our research project on ‘Flowers and 

their spiritual significances’. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On February 20, 2011, the second Dr. 

M.V. Nadkarni Memorial Lecture, 

entitled ‘The Rainbow Bridge – Sri 

Aurobindo’s Savitri as a mantra for 

transformation’ was given by Sonia 

Dyne, and attended by hundreds of 

Savitri-lovers. 
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LABORATORY OF EVOLUTION 
CENTRE FOR HUMAN UNITY 

 
 

1. An Unending-Integral-Self-Education 
2. Auroville as a laboratory of research in the context of CIRHU 
 

An Unending-Integral-Self-Education 
 

This research is a theoretical and practical approach on integral self-education towards an 
implied wisdom, making links between concepts from different ways of thinking, eastern and 
western, and which is based on life experience. The work has been compiled into 4 chapters, 
with a total of 200 pages to be published. The first three chapters are more theoretical, 
presenting ideas and concepts to introduce the last chapter on Auroville. A self integral 
unending education through all the life towards an implied wisdom finds its path through 
philosophy revealing the obstacles and the help of philosophical wisdom; difficulties of our 
societies to put in action an education making easier the emergence of free and autonomous 
individuals; an exploration of understanding processes in relation with temporality and 
consciousness, and possibilities of an integral education at each moment of life to progress 
towards a complete man. The last chapter constitutes the field of the research in Auroville, 
which is an atypical place and where the aim is to create a human unity with a cross section 
of human representative of human diversity.  Concepts at stake in this place are different 
from the ones used in the West and are presented in introduction to the evidence collecting 
during interviews. 
This research tries to figure out a relevant experience showing the particularity of integral 
self-education in Auroville and pose the question of Auroville as a model of human 
transformation for other societies. 
 
A philosophical approach of wisdom 

-          An approach of wisdom by Socrates, Sri Aurobindo, and the Upanishads 
-          Three modes of wisdom in Western cultures 
-          Eastern wisdom 

 
A wisdom by experiencing in life 

-          An implied wisdom 
 
A look on self-education in our societies 

-          Alienating societies 
-          A contact with the East 

 
Temporality and turning point in life 

-          Temporality and the Time of Consciousness 
-          Creation -- finite and infinite 
-          Meaning of a self-education and turning point in life 

 
Process of knowledge and understanding towards implied wisdom 

-          Education 
-          Knowledge of self 
-          Stages of development 
-          Consciousness 
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-          The universal Mother: a manifested consciousness 
-          The Ego 
-          The Soul 

 
A positive and progressive integral self-education all through the life 

-          From childhood 
-          Fear and the unknown 
-          Dissociation and witness 
-          The psychic part 
-          Self-education, Integral education 
-          Mind, vital, physical and spiritual education 

 
Sri Aurobindo‟s integral yoga and theoretical references 

-          Sri Aurobindo Ghose 
-          The Mother, Mirra Alfassa 
-          Intégral Yoga 
-          Theoretical references 

o    Evolution 
o   The planes of the Being 
o   The Psychic Being 

 
Auroville, an integral self-education all through the life 

-          A place to build the Man 
-          An international society uniting life and spirituality of Auroville Charter 
-          Auroville presentation, Auroville in the making 
-          The research 

 
Experience, interviews, observations, in Auroville 

-          Introduction 
-          Reference to the Psychic Being 
-          Reference to the Universal Mother, to the Divine and his Grace 
-          The traces of the divine anarchy: an ideal government, detachment, other ways of  

               functioning, individual evolution 
-          Experiences in relation with the physical consciousness 
-          Difficulties and critics 
-          Freedom and Joy 

 
Conclusion of the research 
 
Could we consider Auroville as a model?  Could we make a bridge between the experience of 
Auroville and the one in other societies? Fundamentally, Man is the same, here and there, and 
yet so different according to which country, group, culture, he belongs. Each group 
experiments with a way of living, thinking and being. Auroville is a human experience in itself 
among others, but very particular in its collective and individual aim to unify the differences 
by a higher level of consciousness, gathering a sample of human representatives from 
different parts of the world without excluding a single particularity. 
 
The connection between Auroville and the world is already there, at first by its contact with 
its immediate Indian environment at the level of education, dental and medical clinic, bio 
region, commerce, work and tourism. Auroville gives a welcome reception to many students 
coming from all around the world. International and internal conferences take place each 
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year on diverse subjects. Transference and exchange of experiences are made with different 
countries from concrete projects which export the Aurovilian way of thinking and of 
expressing new human characteristics, and also a new way to work together. 
 
Auroville shows in its experience a possibility to live by integrating the material life and the 
spiritual life together – on condition that we accept a change within the man himself – two 
elements necessary for a man who wants himself to be integral. The West has arrived to 
material maturity with comfort, technology, beauty and order that he puts inside. But instead 
to be master of it and to use it as a base for a spiritual life, he became the slave of it and 
suffers, which brings to an existential crisis and to try to find happiness and a meaning to the 
life that material without spirit – as the society lives it – cannot live by itself alone. 
 
The self-education in Auroville takes a certain shape by the context created for the 
experience; it has an individual and a social identity. It could be a model amongst others for 
the West as well as for India. The crucial point in this experimentation would be simply the 
individual will to change and the permanent consciousness of this will. Auroville could be a 
model at the individual level in the way that the outsider individual has the possibility to 
explore in the same manner the depths of his humanity and to evaluate his own true 
individuality and to discover the emergence of the psychic being under other names or other 
representative pictures. The surrender and the devotion, both essential mechanisms, can take 
different shapes in the way where what is important is the movement they initiate by self 
giving and love they contain and which has to grow within the man in this work on himself and 
are not for the effigies to which they seem to be dedicated from outside. 
 
Auroville has only 2000 people living together. It is a very low percent from humanity. We can 
think that its role is to centralize a human experience in trying to transform man individually 
to create a society better adapted to the inner complexity and inner richness of humanity the 
man has to go through in his evolution. Auroville is, somewhat, the guardian of an Idea which 
tries to be manifested everywhere on Earth and through each individual, wherever he is and 
who he is. The point is important, because the human unity could not be done by leaving on 
the side even the smallest human who carries his own uniqueness and then his significance. 
The diversity of human characters, at this level, is not at the level of a group but at the level 
of individuals. 

 
Auroville as a laboratory of research in the context of CIRHU, a proposal 
 
Auroville, a fundamental research laboratory on the evolutionary passage of humanity, 
individually and collectively.  
Source of concepts for new ways of functioning, individually and collectively.  
Revolution of form of thinking, of contents of emotional system, of physical functioning 
towards the birth of an original identity. 
Towards the supramental humanity and the life divine. 

 
Auroville, as a laboratory of research, has to be considered like one of the most important 
centres of fundamental research the Earth needs for the future of the planet and of human 
beings. Each person joining Auroville dedicates herself to the research under three 
identifiable forms: fundamental research, implied research and applied research. The 
fundamental research is the fundament of the collective aim. The implied research is the 
commitment of each individual to do an inner work applied to the life. The applied research 
is the material and spiritual manifestation of Auroville under forms of units, services and 
publications. 
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The fundamental research is the one which permitted to access all around the world to 

the actual knowledge; she has been in opposition with the applied research which applied 
itself directly to economical profit. The fundamental research is by essence a research linked 
to curiosity, to creativity, and she contributes to the discovery of new paradigms and an 
opening to unsuspected spaces mentally about the human possibilities and a future vision of a 
new growing humanity, not from the outer discoveries, but from the ones emerging from his 
tools and inner components. 

 
The fundamental research in Auroville is based on the concept expressed in Sri 

Aurobindo‟s work introducing the human as a transitional being and of a possible evolution 
towards a divine human nature with the particularity that the man is not under the influence 
of evolution but can participate consciously individually by finding the way towards a new 
humanity. The active participation is a constant work to modify the primary psychological 
functioning, the structure itself of thought and patterns set by centuries of passing on and of 
the functioning of the body to catch the novelties produced by the change of consciousness 
and the opening towards new possibilities. 

 
The fundamental research is the base of all inner and outer movements and actions 

made in Auroville. The fundamental research blooms through the applied research that found 
itself in units, research centres on human sciences, unending education, new generation, art 
and creative culture, environment with renewable energy, organic farming and higher quality 
of food, regional development, universal solidarity, architecture, fraternal economy, national 
and international relations, integral healing individual and collective, communication of the 
future, etc. 

 
The fundamental research stretches out too in every individual initiative through an 

implied research that each individual develops as a participant to such laboratory of research 
because he engages itself implicitly to find out the possibilities of his own evolution in touch 
with his own uniqueness and to participate in the collective work. These researches are 
concerned with the attention the person has for his own internal and inner movements, from 
psychological and emotional part, from his mechanical nature, from his mind (intellectual, 
perception of the world through the senses) as well as the outer and inner movements of the 
physical body in its possibilities of health and long life term, and the emergence of the 
psychic being. 

 
The researches, fundamental, applied and implied, as at the same time that they are 

separate entities, are penetrated mutually and are indispensable, not only to make fertile the 
progresses of tomorrow and the new being able to live them, but also to answer to the 
present terrestrial and global crisis.    
 
Auroville Research Tree 
 
Fundamental Research – A collective Aim 
Towards: New steps of evolution – New Humanity – Awakening of the Psychic Being – 
Perfection – Surrender – Compassion – Beauty – Human Unity – Mind of Light – Supramental – 
Life Divine 
 
Implied Research – Individual Commitment 
Each Individual Towards – From Ego power to Universal power – Change of nature – New ways 
of thinking – Higher Mind -- Body Consciousness – Cells Consciousness – Realization of Self 
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Potential – Opening to the inner Guide -- Leading by the Psychic Being – Surrender to the 
Universal – Realization of the True Individuality, uniqueness and one. 
 
Applied Research – Material and Spiritual Expression 

 
1- Human Sciences – New Paradigms in Anthropology – Ethnology – Sociology – Psychology 

– Education (Physical, Mind, Vital, Psychic, Spiritual) 
2-  Unending Education – School and Life 
3-  New Generation – Youth 
4-  Art – Mode –Creation – Creative Culture 
5-  Environmental care – Renewable Energy  
6-  Organic Farming and Healthy Food (Earth Sciences) 
7-  Regional Development 
8-  Universal Solidarity 
9-  Planning – Architecture  
10-  Fraternal Economy  
11-  National and International Relations, Communication  
12-  Integral Healing – Individual and Collective 
13-  Communication of the Future: New way to communicate – development of senses and 

manas – perception through mind – development of the physical consciousness. 
(Synchronicity, dreams, thoughts, telepathy, vision, intuition, etc.) 
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TRANSLATION INTO BULGARIAN LANGUAGE OF SRI AUROBINDO AND 
THE MOTHER 

 
 
Objective / Outcome 
 

The purpose of this project is: 
 

1. To prepare  for publication in book form translations into Bulgarian language of Sri 
Aurobindo‟s writings with the Mother‟s comments.  
Books to be translated: 

 “The Mother” with the Mother‟s Comments 

 “The Riddle of This World” and some more selected letters on Yoga 
2. To prepare an Internet website with selected translated material. 

 

Outputs 
 

During the first 7 months of this 1 year project, starting from October 2010, I have translated 
into Bulgarian language the book „The Mother, with the Mother‟s Comments‟ by Sri Aurobindo. 
What remains to be done is the final editing. I have found in Bulgaria a prospective publisher 
and donor for the printing costs. They will be contacted shortly to confirm and arrange the 
publishing of the book. Attached to the report is the book in Microsoft Word format. 
 

A big part of the other book, „The Riddle of this World‟ by Sri Aurobindo has been translated, 
some additional letters by Sri Aurobindo have been selected  for inclusion in the publication.  
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A website in Bulgarian language is up and running, with some letters published, with 
extensive presentation of the book „The Mother‟ and with listing of the rest of the books, 
available by now in Bulgarian language. Attached to the report is a snap-shot of the title page 
of the website.The address of this website is www.zorata.wordpress.com.  
 
Outcomes 
 

These translations are bound to significantly enhance the understanding and appreciation of 
Sri Aurobindo‟s and the Mother‟s Work among Bulgarian readers. 
 
Process/Timeline 
 

This report relates to the first half of my project, so by the end of one year (September 2011) 
one book is to be published and the second to be made ready for publication. 
 

Remarks 
 

It has been a blessing to be able to work on this project. My deep gratitude goes to all those 
who made it possible. 
 

http://www.zorata.wordpress.com/
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CENTRE OF RESEARCH IN INDIAN CULTURE (CIC) 
 
 
The construction of a new building to provide a permanent home for these Centres in the 
campus of Bharat Nivas began in January 2010, as we had mentioned in last year‟s account of 
activities. This work is proceeding apace and though the building is yet under construction, 
we were able to use the space of the Seminar Room for a book release by Dr. Karan Singh on 
April 25 at 10 a.m. This publication is entitled – The Integral Human Existence. This is a very 
select compilation of texts from the works of Sri Aurobindo and The Mother on specific 
themes that stand foremost at the frontier areas of research today. The Centre has been 
engaged in this work since a few years and we are  happy to see it completed. 
 
Annual conference 
During the preceding year, the annual international conference hosted by CIC took place from 
February 25-27, 2011 on the theme Mutation…. II A Clearing. This theme – which represents 
an acceleration of last year‟s theme – evoked a spontaneous response from very senior 
research personalities from varying disciplines, such as literature, biology, physics, 
philosophy, psychology, the practice of yoga, environmental work and others. These  
responses have now taken another turn – that of converging perspectives from different areas 
of research. This was found to be not only challenging but very rich – as questions raised from 
one perspective found answers only when viewed from a wider, many-sided one. Our 
conferences, in the future, will bring together this kind of an inter-disciplinary inter-action 
and exploration. 
 

 

Joss Speaking at the conference on Adayar Poonga Project 

 
The text presenting the theme was as follows –  
 
There is the beginning of a clear space.. in the consciousness of the being… that spreads out 
in an air of transparency. And as it expands, it breaks down walls of old, goes through the 
limitations set up by past habit and convention. They begin to give way… 
This space offers a new „ground‟ for the being to be. 
What is this new ground like? What is it to be there? How does it feel? 
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Has it a texture? A density? A power? A dynamism? 

 
 Is this the Force of Mutation… that mounts from crisis to crisis … till the „new‟, the 

„other‟ manifests … in clear visibility? So that the „new‟may take „birth‟. It may come 
out of the „shrouds‟ which cover it .. and become visible to our eyes. 

 
 Eyes that are only accustomed to see the destruction… to help them shift their 

focus… Change the direction in which they begin to perceive so that they can „see‟ 
the „new‟… 

 
 Are we being given a new „vision‟? Another „turn‟ to our sight? So that we can see 

that which is already there.. but not yet fully visible, struggling to be in the clear 
light of day? And not merely to be galvanized by the „past‟ which is receding? 

 
Is the Force of Mutation a „power‟ of „light‟.... in „action‟? 
Can we seize this FORCE of mutation and identify its action – of destruction and new 
creation? What is it that is being „destroyed‟ and what is the „new‟ that is being created? 

 
The specific themes for the 3 days were – 
February 25 

1. What is it that is being „destroyed‟? Or, its limitations brought into 
                such stark prominence as to lose their right to exist? 

i. In the human personality? 
ii. In the structures of our modern civilization? 

February 26 
1.  At the same time, is there something „new‟ that is emerging… 

                is in the process of being „created‟? 
February 27 

1. Are there tangible signs by which we know of the existence of 
               the „new‟? 

         i.   Are we conscious of a change in ourselves? 
              ii.   Is the very definition of „structure‟ – its dynamism and form – beginning to   
                   change radically? 

 
There was also a music concert around the theme of the Conference and a film entitled 
„Evolution Fast-forward‟ which gave the theme a visual context. 
 
The participants were:  

 
1. Dr. Prema Nandkumar  - Eminent scholar, writer, Srirangam   
2. Dr. Anand Kumar  - Head of Department Reproductive Biology, 

All India Institute of Medical Science, New Delhi  
3. Dr. Binu Mukherjee   - Professor Emirates of Physics, Royal     

Military college, Canada   
4. Dr. Christopher Macann  - Philosopher with original works, France   
5. Dr. Suneet Varma  - Reader in psychology, University of Delhi   
6. Prof. Ravi Chaudhry   - Senior Consultant in Corporate Governance and  

Writer, New Delhi 
7. Jean-Yves  Lung  - Dedicated to new education for the future,  

Auroville    
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8. Toine Van Megen   - Consultant, Wind Energy Systems, Auroville 
9. Georges Van Vrekhem  - Practice of Integral Yoga and writer, Auroville 
10.  Joss      - Extensive experience in Environment work, 

Auroville     
11.  Manoj Pavitran  - Practice of Integral Yoga and multimedia  

presentations, Auroville   
12. Dr. Aster Patel   - Long practice of Integral Yoga – with interest in  

Philosophy and Psychology, Auroville  
13. Vladimir Iatsenko   - Sanskrit Scholar interested in Vedic studies,  

Auroville  
 

 
 

The audience consisted of members of Auroville and guests. The entire proceedings were 
broadcast live by Auroville Radio. 
 
The Conference itself was preceded, in the three previous months, by 3 workshops given on 
the theme by the following personalities.. it was thus a continuing programme that grew with 
each event. 

 
1. The members of the International Advisory Council of Auroville  

 held a round -table on “Auroville – in a World on the Brink” –  
i. Dr. Marc Luyckx Ghisi   
ii. Dr. Doudou Diene  
iii. Mr. Julian Lines 
iv.  Dr. Aster Patel   

      2. Dr. Debashish Banerji, scholar and art historian from Los Angeles –  
“The Divinisation of the Human” 

      3. Dr Bahman Shirazi of the California Institute of Integral Studies, San    
          Francisco –  
                      “Bridging the Arc of Mysticism”    
 
In the course of the year 2010 – 2011, CIC participated in the following events – 
 

1. A week-long retreat in the Himalayas Centre of “Tapogiri”, on –  
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     “The Centenary of Sri Aurobindo‟s Arrival in Pondicherry – its     
       Significance”. 
2. An on-going research project undertaken by the India Jung Centre, 

Bangalore on Jungian studies in India. 
3. An International Conference in New Delhi on “Individual and Collective 

Transformation: Insights from Indian Psychology”, organized by the 
University of Delhi and Indian Council of Philosophical Research.. 

4. An International Conference on “Evolution” organized by the Department 
of Biology, All India Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi.  

      Papers were presented at both  conferences. 
5. A seminar event at the Gnostic Centre, New Delhi on “Law and Society, 

Education and Feminine Leadership”.  
 

During the year, other activities look up both time and energy – such as research programmes 
in Auroville. 
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UNITY PAVILION 
 
 
2010-2011 has been a very intensive year at the Unity Pavilion.  
 
Construction 
 
The construction of the Multi Purpose Hall has been progressing and we expect it to be 
concluded in September 2011. The work is inspiring and the upcoming Hall is looking 
beautiful.  A grant from the GOI enabled us to already buy needed furniture and 
computer for the building. We are very happy and look forward to inaugurate the building 
and start activities during the second half of this year. 
 
The work on the Hall of Peace has also been progressing.  Thanks to a very good 
collaboration with the Auroville Wood cooperative and a timely and supportive donation 
from participants in the AUM meeting in USA, we were able to secure Auroville 
Transformation wood for the floor in the Hall of Peace.  This wood has been seasoned and 
cut and is for the time being stored at the Unity Pavilion. We also received a donation 
from the Stichting Aurofonds, which enables us to continue the construction work on the 
Hall of Peace.  The next step is to cast the upper roof slab so that the main concrete 
work is completed.  The fund raising work for the Hall of Peace continues and our 
aspiration is  to have this part of the Unity Pavilion fully completed and in use by the end 
of 2012. 
 
Exhibition 
 
The big exhibition on the International Zone was completed and inaugurated on 26 
November.  Marc Luyx Ghisi, Chairman of the IAC, opened it.  Our Guest of Honour was 
Mr Shimelis Adugna, Former Minister of the Ethiopian Government and former Ethiopian 
Ambassador to India. 
 

 
 
The exhibition ran  at The Unity Pavilion  for three months and there was a very positive 
response to it.  The  exhibits included 5 panels introducing Auroville and the International 
Zone, 7 panels presenting the planning of the International Zone, 9 panels presenting the 
various institutions present in and related to the work of the International Zone such as: 
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The Unity Pavilion, The Hall of Peace, CIRHU, Savitri Bhavan, Savi, UHU (University of 
Human Unity), the Visitors Centre and the AVI, 15 panels presenting the work of various 
National Pavilion Groups. 
 
This exhibition was a very positive and joyful collaboration between the various groups 
and the International Zone Coordination Group. 
 
Parallel to the International Zone Exhibition displayed at the Unity Pavilion, work has 
been initiated to prepare an outdoor exhibition on the International Zone in collaboration 
with the Visitors Centre. 
 
Preparations for a larger International Zone event in 2012 has been initiated. So far the 
discussions include a European Festival, an Exhibition on the various Unity movements in 
different parts of the world, EU, OAU, present movements in South America etc.  
 
Leaflet 
 
In  conjunction with the inauguration of the International Zone Exhibition, the IZ group 
prepared and printed a comprehensive leaflet brochure on the International Zone, its 
raison d'etre, planning, Pavilion Groups, institutions connected to the Zone and how to 
contact.   This leaflet represents a major achievement in preparing information about the 
International Zone and reaching out to a much larger field of interaction. 
 
Events 
 
The Unity Pavilion actively supports several of the smaller Pavilion Groups and this year it 
arranged a couple of events in collaboration with the Africa House Group.  In April some 
members of the Unity Pavilion and Africa House Group were invited to participate in the 
commemoration of the Rwandan Genocide at Chidambaram. 
 
This together with the earlier African cultural event in which 75 African students studying 
at various universities in Tamil Nadu had participated, led to a summer program in 
Auroville, where African students came and worked hands on to clear a part of the area 
earmarked for the African Pavilion in the International Zone. This program took place 
during June and July. Participating students came from universities at  Chidambaram, 
Salem, Erode, Mysore, Bangalore and Chennai and even from as far away as Agra.  The 
participants originated from countries such as Ethiopia, Sudan, Rwanda, Somalia, Uganda, 
South Africa and Nigeria. 
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In connection with the opening of the Exhibition and Mr Shimelis‟ visit to Auroville, The 
Rwandan Choir from Chidambaram gave a much appreciated Gospel concert including 
dance performances at Bharat Nivas auditorium on the evening of  27th November.   
 
In the morning of  28th November there was a blessing of the land for the African project 
presided over by Governing Board and International Advisory Council members Dr Karan 
Singh, Mr Shimelis, Dr Aster Patel, Mr Doudou Dienne, Dr Marc Luyx Ghisi and Mr Julien 
Lines.   
The function was opened by a traditional welcome arranged by Meenakshi and the Tamil 
Heritage Group, welcoming the Africans onto the ancient Tamil Land.  There were 
moving and profound speeches by Dr Karan Singh, Mr Shimelis and Doudou Diene, trees of 
the African Species Baobab were planted and the African students together with the 
Svaram music group gave a drumming and dance performance.  This was an event full of 
lightness and faith in the potential of the International Zone. 
 
In October Meenakshi arranged  a poetry reading by Philippine poet Merlie M Alunan at 
the Unity Pavilion. Vera introduced the session by playing the Russian Unity Bells.  It was 
a beautiful event and as an outcome the seed of a Philippine Pavilion was established. 
 
Workshop 
 
From December till February a series of meetings on the Nation Soul took place in the 
Unity Pavilion.  These meetings culminated in a workshop on the Nation Soul together 
with Soleil and Wolfgang from the USA.  Due to the construction work at  Unity Pavilion 
the workshop itself was conducted in the Tibetan Pavilion during the first week of March 
2011.   
 
The workshop was based on Soleil‟s work with the Hladina method and Wolfgang‟s 
research on the Nation Soul together with the work done by the IZ group who had met on 
this topic, and there was a collaboration with healers in Auroville already trained in the 
Hladina method.  The workshop was seen as an experiment, to see how this method could 
enable us to go deeper, see the connections within ourselves with our nation, its soul, its 
strength and beauty and as well as its shadow side.  The workshop was very helpful and 
inspiring and there will be a continued collaboration with interested members of the IZ 
group on this research. 
 
Ongoing Programs In The Unity Pavilion 
 
Savi, the Auroville Volunteer and internship service, is very active and expanding its 
work. The  persons in charge are Dominique and Shivaya.  They handle a regular stream 
of students and volunteers who contact them by e-mail and on their arrival come to the 
Unity Pavilion. The students are well received and interviewed so that their placements 
in Auroville can be adequately matched and as fruitful as possible.  Savi has also started a 
special Auroville introduction program for the volunteers so as to bring them more in 
contact with the underlying ideals of the community and the many activities present in 
Auroville. 
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UHU, University of Human Unity, has been conducting classes at the Unity Pavilion in 
collaboration with Living Routes program. Rod is in the co-ordinator of the UHU 
activities. 
 
The Russian Bells program is going on and is very appreciated. When there are functions 
at the Unity Pavilion, there is often collaboration with Vera to play and establish a 
beautiful atmosphere for the events. 
 
Pavilion Groups:  There are now 25 Pavilion Groupings:  Africa House, House of the 
Americas Bharat Nivas / The Pavilion of India with the Tamil Heritage Centre, The 
Pavilion of Britain, The Pavilion of Canada, The Pavilion of Chinese Culture, The European 
Plaza, The Pavilion of Germany, The Pavilion of Hungary, The Pavilion of Italy, The 
Pavilion of Japan, The Pavilion of Kazakhstan, The Pavilion of Korea, "Espace 
Mediterranéen", The Pavilion of Middle East, The Pavilion of Oceania, The Pavilion of the 
Philippines, The Pavilion of Russia, The Pavilion of Scandinavia, The Pavilion of Spain / 
Pabellón Español, The Pavilion of Slovenia, The Pavilion of Switzerland, The Pavilion of 
Tibetan Culture,  The Pavilion of USA. 
 
Of these Groups The Africa House, America House, the Spanish, the Swiss, The 
Scandinavian, the Korean, The Italian, The German, The Philippine, the Kazakh and the 
Russian Pavilions are  using the Unity Pavilion as a base for meetings and activities as well 
as housing the small library for the Pavilion Groups. 
 
AVI / Auroville International  
 
AVI has its formal office in the Unity Pavilion.  There is a good liaison with AVI and the 
International Zone. Vani who is the Auroville liaison for AVI, is also a member of the IZ 
Core group. Several AVI members were in Auroville during January and February, we had 
several working meetings on the IZ, which have been very creative and fruitful. The AVI 
members were very supportive of the SAVI project, there was a lot of discussions on how 
to create more facilities for students and volunteers. In addition AVI wants to fund raise 
for establishing a natural fence (bougainvillea) around the IZ to protect the land. 
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International Zone Group 
 
The IZ Core group has its meetings regularly at the UP.   The Core Group consists of  
Aryamani, Jyothi, Jaya, Rakhal, Shivaya and Vani with Rewathy as secretary.   From the 
IZ Core Group two members, Jaya and Rakhal together with three members from L'Avenir 
d‟Auroville (Andy, Gerard and Rolf)  have formed a link for better interaction and 
communication with L'Avenir d'Auroville. 
 

 
 
The meetings of the IZ Forum group also take place in the Unity Pavilion, ideally once a 
month.  However this year, because of the intensive work on the exhibition and leaflet 
materials and the workshop, these meetings have been irregular. 
 
The Newcomers Introduction Group 
 
The Newcomers Introduction Group consisting of Sonja, Shivaya and Rakhal have been 
using the Unity Pavilion facilities for their internal meetings as well for some of the 
introduction programs.  The programs have been very successful with many happy 
participants and we are glad to have been able to host them. 
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AUROVILLE ARCHIVES 
 
 
Objective / Outcome  
 
Auroville Archives was set up in 1991 to keep a comprehensive and accurate record of all 
the experimental activities in this unique International Township project, a “Living 
Laboratory” as the Mother called it. It was founded on 28 February 1968, based on the 
vision of Sri Aurobindo on the future evolution of man and Human Unity under a four 
point Charter laid down by the Mother. It was planned for building an International city 
for 50,000 in a most challenging environment on a barren land in Tamil Nadu by inviting 
people from all around the world. There was virtually no laid down hierarchy or even 
rules and regulations (except for one - NO DRUGS - in Mother‟s own hand).  
 
Over the years, besides restoring life into the barren land and converting it into lush 
green forests today and other challenges, natural and manmade, various experiments 
have been done in soil reclamation, education, community life, health, technology, 
agriculture, industries to raise much needed funds for construction and other collective 
ventures – to name just a few - keeping in mind the needs of the local village population 
in the planned township area.  
 
Through the years, problems have been faced and tackled by the present lot of about 
1700 adult Aurovilians and about 500 minors today from 45 countries round the world 
even through failures in certain cases, keeping in mind the four point Charter for 
Auroville given by the Mother.  
 
It is important that a complete record be kept of all the material and spiritual 
experiments and other activities carried out in this unique project, (the only one of its 
kind in the world) backed by the numerous unanimous resolutions of the world body, 
UNESCO and supported by the Government of India on its soil. This invaluable record has 
to be preserved for posterity for future researches and study.  
 
To meet the above needs, Auroville Archives was established in 1991 temporarily in the 
only available and limited space in the galleries below the Sri Aurobindo auditorium in 
Bharat Nivas meant for electrical cables  and air conditioning ducts. All materials from 
the widely spread out individual communities around the planned township area, had to 
be collected and preserved as best as possible centrally, to be free from damage by dust, 
heat, humidity and insects, of which there is no dearth in Auroville area.  
 
All the materials – paper, audio, video, photographs, slides are gradually being converted 
to digital form for long term preservation and future research.  
 
There are presently severe limitations in the ongoing work  due to the improvised and 
limited space available for the ever increasing lot of archival records.  

 
A project for a permanent and specially designed building for the Auroville Archives was 
prepared and awaits sanction by the authorities concerned.  
 
After 43 years of its existence, Auroville today has a population of only about 2200 but 
has to grow to its full strength of 50,000 in the years to come. All this requires a sound 
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understanding of the needs of not only additional storage space but of additional and 
modern technical equipment and financial resources for the same by the authorities 
concerned.  The most important thing is the sanction for the new specially designed 
Archives building.  
 
Outputs 
 
Besides the ongoing work on collection/sorting out of all written material and conversion 
to digital formats, another project titled „Face cum Voice‟ record was taken up during 
2009 - 2010. This project was aimed at recording voices of Aurovilians on how they came 
to know about Auroville and then decided to join it from different parts of the world and 
what they have done, along with their personal comments on the ongoing work. More 
than 200 Aurovilians have been interviewed so far and their recordings converted into 
DVDs. This is of immense value for future research years from now  when the present 
generation of Aurovilians is gone but  their personal experiences and work in this unique 
project will continue to exist. 
 
Due to erratic power cuts in Tamil Nadu, it is not possible to maintain the necessary level 
of humidity and temperature control in the available improvised space. Under these 
circumstances, a small „cold storage‟ room was built with technical input from one 
Aurovilian working in Matrimandir air-conditioner plant. This was based on a special grant 
allotted on request by the Foundation for World Education. Sensitive materials (photos, 
slides, negatives, DVDs and other electronic materials) are now stored in the cold storage 
room where the temperature and humidity does not come down drastically when there is 
no power.  
 
Outcomes 
 
As stated above, ongoing work on preservation and conversion to Digital format 
continues. 
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AUROVILLE LIBRARY 
 
 
The Auroville Library, recently relocated on the Crown Road near the Solar Kitchen, has 
been in operation for over 25 years now, housing and lending out a wide selection of 
books. Today it contains some 28,000 volumes in seven languages - English, French, 
Italian, Spanish, German, Dutch and Russian. All the books are divided up by subject 
matter into approximately 60 different sections, including a section especially for 
children. The library is using a professional computer software for cataloguing and 
organizing the books.  
In addition to the books, most of which have been donated over the years or purchased 
(using a relatively small budget which rarely allowed for more than 200 new works a 
year), the library also maintains a small number of subscriptions to weekly and monthly 
Indian and international journals. The latter are laid out for reading in a separate area of 
the library. 
The library opens every weekday morning 9 to 12.30, and on Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday afternoons 3 to 5:00 pm. It is planned to open every afternoon and in the evening. 
Meanwhile the library meets the needs of some 450 regular and 250 irregular book 
borrowers within Auroville, plus a number of guests and some Auroville workers. On 
average, at present around 1,300 books are loaned out each month.  
 
The year 2010/2011 has focussed on the construction of the new library building through 
a grant of the Indian Government. The new building allows the library to be more easily 
accessible to the users due to its central location. It will also provide more space for 
books and an easier access to the collections. It is a major progress and improvement for 
the library.  
 
The interior design of the new building will be developed over the years according to the 
funds available. It is an important issue as the present equipment of the library is 25 
years old and needs to be improved and in some areas completely redone. 
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MITRA HOSTEL 
 
 

Mitra Hostel provides housing for bonafide students who are either undertaking a course 
of study in Auroville in association with a Centre of SAIIER or other centers of study 
recognized by SAIIER. 
 

By providing collective housing for student volunteers, Mitra seeks to promote student – 
volunteer collaboration and exchange of ideas and knowledge about Auroville and present 
research activities. Exchange and communication between volunteers has improved since 
volunteers have the opportunity to meet regularly. This also enriches the cultural life of 
Auroville by encouraging collective studies and voluntary work. The hostel has become a 
place where people can learn from one another, not only pertaining to one‟s designated 
work, but also personal experiences.  
 

When students come to the hostel they are informed about the various activities taking 
place in Auroville. The aims and goals of Auroville are also given to incoming students. 
When small groups of students are received, guided tours around Auroville can be 
arranged and information about the Mother‟s Dream is given. 
 

Mitra is financially self-sufficient for general functioning. This includes the employment 
of the manager, a watchman, a gardener, a cook and janitorial staff.  
 

The landscaping along the walking path leading to the entrance of the hostel and the 
front lawn of the hostel was completed this year. 
 

Mitra hosts students from various countries around the world, thus maintaining the 
international character of Auroville. Specifically, this past year Mitra received  
488 Indians, 46 Germans, 24 French, 24 Italians, 13 Thai, 10 Rwandese, 7 Americans, 6 
Canadians,  5 Korean, 4 British, 3 Japanese, 2 Austrians, 2 Spanish, 1 Swedish, 1 Dutch, 1 
Brazilian, 1 Israeli, 1 New Zealander, 1 Nergerian, 1 Bangladeshi. 
From October to mid-March the hostel operates at full capacity.  
 

The total number of groups hosted by Mitra in the year April ‟10- March ‟11 was 11. 
Specifically, there were 40 students from the Sri Aurobindo Institute of Mass 
communication, Delhi.  There were 20 students from the Academy of Architecture, 
Mumbai. 40 students from the Rizvi College of Architecture Mumbai came in 2 batches. 
There were 52 students from the L. S. Raheja College of Architecture, Mumbai. There 
were 30 students from the Kanya Vidhya Mandir Adipur Kutel, Gujarat. There were 14 
students from the Nammashaale House of Children, Bangalore.  7 students visited from  
Italy. There were 13 students from the Bharathi Vidhya Peeth University College of 
Architecture Katraj Dhankawdi, Pune. There were 19 students from Chennai for playing 
Frisbee tournament with Auroville community members. There were 13 students from 
Theater group from Thailand & 10 students from Astad Deboo Dance Foundation, Mumbai 
for giving a performance in the schools and Auroville communities. 
 

Mitra is under the overall supervision of the SAIIER Board. The executives are Sanjeev and 
Usha.The manager is Usha, meets regularly with a support group with the intention of 
giving feedback and suggestions. This support group includes Abha Tiwari, Tineke, Ashoke 
Chatterjee and Sanjeev. Future plans of Mitra include  placing round tables in the space 
adjacent to the communal bathrooms. 
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ARKA 
 
Project Description  
 
Arka is a research project of S.A.I.I.E.R (Sri Aurobindo International Institute of 
Educational Research). An innovative social project of Auroville, Arka wants to redefine 
the concept of aging as described by the Mother.We have published a book on this 
subject “Eternal Youth”. 
 
Arka is a holistic centre with a special  environment in which the seniors can dedicate 
themselves to the inner work pertaining to their particular stage in life, while sustaining 
a healthy, balanced and harmonious lifestyle.  
 
Arka aims to keep people healthy and active as long as possible. The project has chosen 
to address a particular facet of the total problem concerning the ageing process by 
providing means for postponing and preventing the need for the kind of care that can 
only be provided by a hospital, medical centre or hospice. 
 

 
 
Goals & Objectives 
 
We believe that keeping people active and healthy is one of the main keys to being well, 
and staying young :  

 
Health is the “art of wellness”. (Feel good, look great.) 
Good health, physical and mental, is essential for happiness. 
One should be healthy from doing Sadhana. 
Elders can be young.  
 

These are some of the concepts we think need to be emphasized and encouraged when 
thinking about how to best assist and collaborate with elderly people in Auroville. We 
also believe that treating people medically is not always the proper or only solution to 
physical problems. 
 
The Arka team is convinced  that integration of ages is an answer also to the problem of 
loneliness that comes with old age.  
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Our main objectives are 

 To find out what people need when they are growing old and based on what the 
needs are to then try to find responses to meet them. It must be an individual 
flexible approach within a general framework. 

 to provide the space for programs that will avoid isolation of senior Aurovilians by 
helping them to remain active.  

 to create activities that assist in the healing process, and to provide an 
atmosphere for creating a positive attitude towards life. 

 to provide education opportunities for the rural women and young adults 
employed by “ARKA”.  

 
Activity Center 

 Self-expression and creativity are welcome as well as artistic and manual 
activities as they are sources of enjoyment for the spirit and they are a stimulus 
for renewal. 

 concerts, video-programs and conferences are regularly organized. 

 The space is open to various classes, workshops and seminars aimed to help the 
growth and the progress of each individual. We are conducting workshops in 
Calligraphy, Reiki, Communication, Health and  Healing. 

 The art & craft atelier has already been present in Arka with various activities in 
the past years and will continue its activity in the near future with a new team. 

 
OUR MAIN ACTIVITIES 

 
 Seniors are able to mix with all different groups. 

 We are providing convalescence facilities to AV including a special diet program. 

 The communication center/internet is operational since 2004. This facility is 
greatly appreciated by the community. We have an average of about 1000 people 
monthly. 

 

ARKA  

HOLISTIC PROJECT 

 

WELLNESS CENTER 

Homeopathic/Ayurve

dic Dispensary – 

Ayurvedic treatments 

– Shiatsu – Reiki – 

Cranio-sacral – Face 

massage – Hair 

dressing – Diet 

program 

 

ACTIVITIES 

Hatha Yoga – Body 

awareness - Chanting 

Photography – 

Library – Music 

Art & Craft Atelier  

INTERNET 

 

CONVALESCENCE 

AND GUEST HOUSE  

FACILITIES 
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 The wellness center is catering for an average of 125 people monthly (AV, 
newcomers & guests). 

 Arka is a self-supporting project. 
 

Arka Team 

 
 

                      
 

                      
 

                     
 

LIBRARY 

MULTI 
PURPOSE 

HALL 
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CENTER 
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AUROVILLE BOTANICAL GARDEN 
 
 
Goal / Objective / Outcome 
 
Environmental Education Programs: 
 

 to raise children‟s awareness of the environment around them and develop their 
aspiration to help solve environmental problems  (biodiversity, conservation, 
global warming, recycling, tree planting etc) 

 To develop educational materials that can be used at the gardens and also within 
the local schools for the purpose of raising the children‟s awareness of 
environmental issues and helping them to develop a sensitive and respectful 
relationship with Nature in general. 

 To create living displays and installations with the gardens that help to promote 
the children‟s understanding of the aims of the educational programs. 

 To train teachers so that they can return to their local schools and teach 
environmental education to the children within the schools. 

 
Program/Activity details 
 
Environment Education Centre of the Auroville Botanical Gardens aims at providing 
education through observing  andexploring the environment. Each and every part of the 
botanical gardens has something to offer which would enrich the knowledge of the 
students or visitors. 
 
Our eco-education programs mainly cover school & self help group visits, conducting 
awareness programs, summer camp and green teacher training programs. We are 
convinced  that every visitor would have something to remember and to implement of 
their visit to AVBG. 
 
And we hope that every pair of legs and hands that has left their prints in this garden 
would never tend to destroy nature; every eye that has sighted this Greenland would like 
to see it again and again; and every nose that has inhaled the air here would like to have 
the same wherever they live. 
 
Outreach Programs 
 

No. Of Schools Student / School Duration 

 
74 

 
30 (Sometimes even a whole 
class) 
 

 
45 Minutes to 1 Hour 

 
These programs were conducted in the respective schools which were selected to visit 
the Auroville Botanical Garden. A briefing about their visit to the AVBG would be given to 
the selected students. The duration of this program was about 45 minutes to 1 hour. 
 
In this academic year we have conducted outreach programs in 83 schools of the 
Villupuram District. 
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School Visits 
 

No. of Schools No. of. Students No. of. Teachers 

74 2067 113 

 
School visits form a dominant part of the total visits to Auroville Botanical Garden which 
is  a full day program. This program was carried out through the following topics: 

 

 
 

Introduction: History & Mission of the Botanical Garden were explained. 
 

i. TDEF (Nursery, Maze Garden, Arboretum, TDEF forest): 
Origin, features and the need to conserve TDEF, trees and animals  inhabiting the 
forest were explained. 

 
ii. Herbal Garden 

Medicinal values & botanical names of the herbal plants of the tropical region 
were explained. 

 
iii. Organic Farming 

Methods of organic farming like dip water irrigation method, organic manure, 
pesticides and the need of indigenous seeds were explained. 
 

iv. Renewable Energy 
Working mode of solar panel and wind mill and the need to use appliances 
powered by renewable energy sources were explained. 

 
v. Observation skills 

Students were asked to observe different types of leaves, tree shapes, thorns and 
were asked to answer questions like functions of leaf, veins, thorns and reasons 
for the leaf being green etc. 
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Women Self Help Group Visits (WSHG) 
 
We mainly focus on the ways to promote income to the women self help group members. 
Production of vermi compost, growing medicinal plants in large scales were explained. 
Awareness towards plastics and need of following organic farming methods were 
explained.  
131 members of 31 clubs visited AVBG this year. 
 
 

   
 
Green Teacher Training Program 
In this program six groups of teachers visited the Botanical Garden and were explained 
the way education takes place through the gardens. Approximately in total 329 teachers 
attended this program  this year. The programs concentrated on the Vanur BRC and SSA  
coordinators.  
 
Herbal Garden 
Schools that have space in their heart (i.e., care and affection to look after plants) and 
wish for green spaces in their school premises  could have a herbal garden aided by the 
Botanical Garden. 
In this academic year we had made herbal gardens in  four places: Alankuppam GHS, 
T.Parangini PUMS, New Creation School, Auroville and the CEO office in Villupuram. 
 
Tree Planting Programs 
In order to encourage the youth to think about the needs of tree cover and the benefits it 
brings, tree planting programs were organized in campus that could guarentee the 
survival of the saplings through provision of fence and  water.  
 
This academic year we carried out these programs in the following six places: 
Alankuppam GHS, Edanchavadi PUMS, T.Parangini PUMS, Anumadhi GHSS , Vanur GHS and 
in the Vanur Taluk Office.  
 
Awareness Programs 
„Cycle Rally‟:  There were two cycle rallies organized in order to create awareness 
towards global warming. The first rally was a two-day program where 20 students from 4 
different schools cycled from Botanical Garden to Gingee passing through more than 20 
villages & creating awareness. The rally started on 14.08.09 and ended on 15.08.09. They 
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passed through 50 villages and issued notices about conservation of forests and waste 
management. 
 
Summer  & NSS Camps 
Summer Camp: This camp was organized in the month of May. The camp started on 
02.05.09 and ended in 05.05.09. Approximately 47 students of the surrounding 6 schools 
along with teachers participated in the summer camp. The camp went on for 4 days and 
all the participants stayed in the premises of the Botanical Garden. Cleanup work, forest 
trip to Gingee mountains and other practical activities were carried out through the 
summer camp. 
NSS (National Service Scheme):  Four NSS camps were held in this academic year. 
The  first camp comprised of 30 students from T. Kootroad HSS along with 4 teachers was 
organized in the premises of Auroville  Botanical Garden on the 4th of September. Cleanup 
work was carried out on that day. 
 
The second camp was organized with the 30 students & 2 teachers of Thazhuthali GHSS in 
the Botanical Garden on 12th October. Students did cleanup work and helped in shifting 
plants in the nursery. 
 
Outputs 

 2067 students  participated in the Environment Education Program. A few schools 
planted trees in their schools campus; some students and womens‟ self help group 
members have changed the LCD bulbs at their home. Most of the participants 
were very conscious about the phenomenon of Global Warming. 

 329 teachers were given environment education awareness program. 

 Some students and parents started utilizing  medicinal plants for cough, cold, 
fever from their own medicinal plant gardens. 

 Some local teachers have successfully become green teachers at their schools and 
initiated the plantation program, formed eco clubs, organized awareness 
programs and competitions on global warming among their school children and 
teachers.  
 

Process Timelines 
 
2 years (March 2009 to April 2010) 
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ECO EXHIBITION 
 
 

 
 
Context 
 
The  Eco-Exhibition was created at the Visitors Centre with the objective of sharing with 
Auroville schools and visitors, the significance and relevance of sustainable technologies 
and renewable energies for a planet and society in crisis through the gentle but powerful 
medium of education. 
 
An interactive exhibition was prepared, featuring all the crucial milestones achieved in 
the fields of sustainable development in Auroville over the years since its founding. 
 
The exhibition is focusing on key technologies used in architecture, energy, waste 
management, farming, water use, land regeneration, town planning and alternative non-
polluting transportation that can be considered benign and sustainable.The purpose of 
this exhibition is to foster awareness and inspiration in visitors of the potential and 
relevance of alternative development models and practices, as pioneered in Auroville. 
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History 
During the year of 2009/2010 efforts were made to materialize the exhibition and to 
create an educative environment, attracting students of all ages and visitors interested in 
knowing more about Auroville‟s research in sustainable ways of living. 
 
The main areas of focus were: 
  

Establishing a Visual Identity that would communicate in a modern and clear way the 
topics addressed in the exhibition, in order to encourage curiosity. To bring about a 
better understanding of the purpose of this project, a new name was also chosen: Garden 
of E.D.E.N. (Ecological Development and Education Now). 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Four panels were erected to better connect this exhibition with the main Auroville 
exhibition and to facilitate interaction by giving the detail of every one of the 
installations thus bringing freedom to the visitor to construct his own knowledge process.  
 

A full time educator and caretaker was appointed.  
 

Volunteers from across India and abroad helped in creating the design of the panels as 
well as the outline and content of the  interactive workshop module. 

 

An Internet platform (blog) was developed in order to help to share the content and 
materials from this project with a larger number of people, creating an on-line 
exhibition, and opening a space for interaction and inputs.   

 

Two installations were added: a Pedal Power reboot and a Video Unit. 
 
Ongoing Activities 
In the first years several installations were designed and executed. Below is the status of 
each one of them as per this year‟s utilization. 
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Idli Solar Cooker  
 
The solar cooker is used to produce idlis that are sold in the nearby kiosk at the Visitors 
Centre. In this way, visitors can follow the process of cooking with solar energy and also 
have the possibility to taste the result.  Panels in front of the cooker give visitors all the 
necessary explanation on the process. 
 
At this present moment the biggest challenge with this installation is its complexity and 
the fact that key elements can be tampered with. We need to work on suitable 
protection for the system. 
 

    
 
Pedal Power Reboot 
 
For a large majority of people energy is available on demand. As a result one gets used to 
consuming energy without any thought or understanding of what it takes to produce that 
energy and how that can affect our environment. The objective of this exhibit  is to bring 
awareness among visitors on the effort it takes to power basic electrical appliances such 
as a light and a fan.  
 
When the visitor is pedaling on the exercycle there is a graphic panel with LEDs that 
lights up to show how much electricity he/she is producing and what household appliance 
can be powered by that amount of energy. The difference of energy needed to power a 
CF bulb versus an ordinary bulb is thus clearly highlighted. Also, the visitors can connect 
their cell phone to a charger and charge their phone by pedaling. 
 
Although most of the time people are aware of how to use this machine, some visitors 
have  pedaled too fast and damaged the machine. Also the charger for the mobile phone 
was stolen. To solve these problems, new communication boards were designed and a 
tamper proof charger was installed securely to guarantee it stays in place. 
 
Educator 
 
The role of the educator in this project is to create the design, outline and content for 
interactive workshop modules targeted at both school children and the general public and 
to guarantee a better experience and interaction for those who visit the exhibition. He is 
in charge of the maintenance of the place and of the exhibits as well as of the 
improvements that need to be made. 
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In the past years volunteers had  been involved in this aspect of the work but for the sake 
of continuity and constant presence we decided this year to have a permanent person in 
charge. We were happy to welcome an Aurovilian - formerly a science teacher in one of 
our schools – who has been  working on maintaining the place, improving the existing 
installations and bringing new energy and ideas. Efforts are now concentrated on 
developing new workshops and partnerships with schools from Auroville and the 
surrounding areas to bring children to learn through experience at the facilities that the 
Garden of E.D.E.N. has to offer.  

 
Video Unit 
A 22” LCD TV that takes video directly from a USB drive has been installed as part of an 
eco-game related to energy consumption which was designed and produced by a couple 
of volunteers. Its aim is to raise awareness through a very dynamic and easy game, which 
kids and adults of all ages can play. The game works as follows: pictures of objects are 
displayed on boards with a sensor on the back side. Every time a new question appears on 
the TV screen, the player needs to, with the help of a mobile sensor, discover the right 
object and touch its back. Each answer is graded to measure the player‟s awareness. This 
game is a success and materially speaking is durable. 

 
At the same time TV is also available for screening a variety of films on ecology and 
sustainability. These videos are shown on demand and when there are enough people to 
participate in the video session. 
 
New Improvements 
New installations and projects have been added to the already existing structure, thus 
complementing  the exhibits  in  the field of gardening, medicinal plants, water and 
recyclable materials.  
 
Vegetable Garden 
Auroville‟s farms are more and more working towards providing a sustainable way of food 
growing, and, as a consequence, a better way of eating and staying healthy. From 
permaculture to veganism, we can find a big range of knowledge available for sharing 
with our visitors and students.  
People can create their own vegetable gardens in small spaces whether in a garden or on 
a balcony, in the city or in the countryside. With this in mind, to inspire our visitors, we 
created space for developing 3 different vegetable gardens: one based on permaculture; 
another made by Auroville school children and the third developed by the Auroville 
Botanical Garden. 
 
The permaculture garden was developed and implemented by Solitude Farm and the 
second by children from Isaiambalam School. 

 
Medicinal Plants Garden 
Most of the people have plants around their houses, or  their neighborhood or in their 
family‟s house. But, how many of us know the benefits present in those plants? 
Traditional   healing systems have being working with the power of  medicinal plants and 
modern medicine is  using more and more of this knowledge as complementary treatment 
for all sorts of ailments, from a simple cold to a complex cancer. 
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To highlight, honor and share this knowledge, Pitchandikulam project created the  
Medicinal Plants Garden at the EDEN exhibition, planting the most common and effective 
plants that can be used by all of us and that can be planted in our backyard. 
 

    
 

This year, in order to communicate better the content and variety of the garden, we  
decided to display the different plants in separated pots as well as in the ground and to 
create information boards for each of the pots, with name and utilisation of the different 
part of the plants, this both in Tamil and in English. We also fenced in the garden to 
prevent intrusions and plant destruction. 
 

Water Vortex 
Vortices are being used in Auroville to energise water. Vortices, male and female, are 
accumulators of cosmic energy, prana or akasha. Vortices have been extensively studied 
by Viktor Schauberger in Austria before the Second World War. They reproduced the 
natural movement of water in nature, especially in the mountain, which he called 
implosion. A female vortex, (an ascending counter clock wise spiral), for instance, 
creates a movement of levitation, of anti-gravitation, similar to the springs which gush 
out, inexplicably, from  mountain tops.  
 

 
 

It is no coincidence that vortices are encountering a renewed interest today, unifying 
once again “the water from below to the water from above” to quote the Waters from 
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the Veda. During the past two decades laboratories around the world have been making 
the experience of the “Fire in the Water” that Masaru Emoto immortalised in his magical 
crystals. 
 
Vortices similar to this have been studied extensively in a broad variety of contexts and it 
has been demonstrated that water, air and life in general are energised in their 
surrounding. Here in Auroville they are used as part of the treatment of used water. 
 

Ecological Roofing 
Every aspect of what we do at the Garden of E.D.E.N is a chance to explore new 
sustainable ways of living.  As we needed to protect the installations from the sun we 
chose to highlight the different  eco-friendly materials that can be used to make roofs. 
 

In addition to bamboo and keet, wallah leaves from the nearby palms, wood slates from 
our acacia trees and solar panel roofing, we have started using Tetra Pack sheets as a 
demonstration of usage of recycled material.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Next Steps 
Efforts will now be made to improve the educational workshops and to develop material 
connected with the installations that are already there. As future projects we have: 
 

Workshops on waste, gardening and medicinal plants; 

Developing a new spot with a television to present several videos connected to the 
activities and subjects presented in the exhibition; 

Creating a culture in  Auroville schools of using that space to teach and also to develop 
new projects; 

Attract outside schools to come and learn from this project; 

Develop partnership with other Auroville units and projects that would like to contribute 
to this project, such as architects to highlight the different sustainable building practices 
used and developed in Auroville. 
 

Thanks 
The Eco-Exhibition team would like to express our deep appreciation for SAIIER‟s support 
in helping to develop this project. We strongly believe that this is a very relevant subject 
for our world and for our children as raising awareness of sustainability is a necessity and 
Auroville has so much to offer in this field. Sharing Auroville‟s research and the 
knowledge available  to create a sustainable future will be of benefit to all.  
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ARANYA FOREST & SANCTUARY 
(Regeneration of natural ecosystems of Aranya Forest and surroundings for school 

students and teachers) 
 
 

Introduction 
 

Aranya is a part of Auroville consisting of nearly 100 acres of land that has  a unique 
topography as old as sand stone rocks of Cuddalore series formed during Meiosine Period.  
It comprises deep ravines, wider canyon, gully, rifts, ponds etc.  The soil erosion was 
controlled by the construction of contour bunds, check dams, ponds and the planting of 
more than one lakh seedlings of indigenous species.  Owing to extensive tree planting  
the ecosystem was changed and the landscape has been able to retain  the habitat for 
the endangered plant species like Derris ovalifolia and birdspecies such as the Indian 
eagle owl, Buboubo bengalensis. 
 

Aranya is a service unit aiming to raise  awareness among the teenage school children, 
teachers, local bodies and NGOs about the natural and cultural perspectives, ecology and 
environment.  Soil reclamation was a project done in 100 acres funded by IDRC. Since 
then Aranya community came into existence. Aranya forest has been taking up various 
activities including  exploration of naturural forest by school students. 
 

Study on methodology of natural regeneration and to raise awareness of the existing 
environmental bio-degradation of the surrounding forest and to increase the 
understanding of the importance of Eco system conservation by school students and 
teachers is an important area of focus at Aranya. Given the varied terrain and landscape 
in and around Auroville, we feel that practical training offered to school children will 
help them to conserve the natural biodiversity of this area. 
 

Objectives 
 

 motivate  students to get involved in activities of natural regeneration  and 
to raise awareness in the  public on conservation of ecosystem 

 

 provide training to school students and teachers to disseminate the 
knowledge on eco system conservation activities 

 

 act as models for soil and water conservation measures particularly for 
canyon ecology. 

 

This project is mainly focusing on giving awareness and training on natural 
ecosystem. Through capacity building of the students and teachers the knowledge will be 
disseminated to many students and teachers in future. 
 

Activities 
 

1. Exposure visits for school students particularly for Eco club students in Aranya 
forest and surrounding ecologically important places. 

2. Involving students in nursery training and plantation activities. 
3. Conducting competition programmes for students on environment protection 

activities. 
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4. Collecting information and preparing booklet to disseminate the knowledge for 
the future participants. 

 

Training cum Exposure visits conducted 
 

Aranya  is hosting a large number of visitors particularly school children from government 
and private schools, non-governmental organizations, and self help groups to learn about 
soil and water conservation, indigenous and local species found in tropical dry evergreen 
forests, composting, vermi-compost, environmental issues including biodiversity, cultural 
diversity and climate change.  Through these sessions, school students gained  enough 
awareness and understanding about environmental impacts, and especially  soil and 
water management measures.  On average,  60-70 school kids from local village Eco-clubs 
are regularly visiting and involve themselves in nursery and plantation activities. List of 
exposure visits and training programmes conducted in Aranya is given below. 
 

S.N. Date Name of the school / college No. of Students 

1 08.06.10 NGO staff, Pudukottai 15 

2 08.07.10 Pattanur Eco-club students visits to Puthupet Forest 20 

3 09.07.10 Pondicherry workers Association members 100 

4 13.07.10 Puthurai Eco-club students visit to Thiruvakkarai Fossil site 20 

5 20.08.10 Manaveli Eco-club students visit to Kurumburam Forest 20 

6 25.09.10 Bharathamatha school, Ariyankuppam 50 

7 01.10.10 M.K.Raman TTI, Cidambaram 100 

8 17.10.10 NGO staff, Pudukottai 14 

9 20.11.10 Ilango Adigal School, Pondicherry 100 

10 23.11.10 Thiruchitrambalam Eco-club students visit to Kurumburam Forest 20 

11 25.11.10 Rajiv Gandhi Veterinary college 20 

12 05.12.10 Eco-club students visit to Thiruvakkarai Fossil site 20 

13 10.12.10 Dharmapuri school students 100 

14 04.01.11 Manimegalai Engineering College, Hosur 20 

15 06.01.100 Viruthambigai Teacher Training school 100 

16 22.01.11 Perambai Eco-club students visit to Kurumburam Forest  20 

17 12.02.11 Puthurai Eco-club students visit to Puthupet Forest 20 

18 03.03.11 Dharmapuri school students 100 

 
The children spent some time understanding the species planted and the manner in which 
they were being protected. Later they visited Aranya (Forest and Sanctuary) to 
understand soil and water conservation measures, the importance of indigenous coastal 
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vegetation and the large amount of time, efforts and resources required for rehabilitating 
degraded ecosystems.  They also participated in a craft workshop in which they learnt to 
draw and express themselves through art, and paper cover making. Exposure visits have 
generated much enthusiasm among the children of the village who are eagerly awaiting 
the arrival of the rains to assist in planting and aftercare of plantation. 
 

 
Bio-Diversity Campaign at Aranya Forest 

 
 

School students visit at Aranya Forest 

 

Eco-club students on awareness campaign rally 

 

Training for Eco-club students at Sakthi, Auroville 
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AUROVILLE NATURE CAMP 2011 
Connecting to Nature and Each Other 

 
 
Objective of the Planned Project 
 
To foster increased communication, cooperation, and connection amongst a diverse group 
of students and adults while simultaneously connecting with and learning about the 
natural surroundings. 
 

 
 
Program/Activity Details 
 
The Auroville Nature Camp aspires to be one of the manifestations of “a living 
embodiment of an actual Human Unity.” This educational activity brings together the 
children of Auroville and those of its surrounding villages for a collective experience of 
nature in the forest of Kavunji near Kodaikanal. Each camp offers a range of experiences 
designed to introduce the children to the flora and fauna of the area, to increase their 
environmental awareness, to awaken the spirit of adventure through treks and climbs, 
and to deepen their relation to and appreciation of nature. In the simple rustic camp 
setting children learn to live together in a group and to care for each other and the 
environment. Everyone, including students, teachers and other adults, works together to 
create the camp and to maintain a harmonious atmosphere. 
 
Specific activities vary from week to week and are determined by the group leaders. 
Some activities include: 
 

Daily morning fitness exercises and game playing. 
Daily treks, both half and full day, in the adjacent wilderness with simultaneous 

search for wildlife. 
Playing sports, including cricket, football, and ultimate frisbee. 
Playing physical games, including name games, “Bear, Ninja, Cowboy,” etc. 
Playing mental games, including Sudoku, riddle solving, etc. 
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Learning basic outdoor skills, including how to use a compass, how to build a fire, 
how to catch fish. 

Crafts, including beadwork, friendship bracelets, wood craft, and basket making. 
Rock-climbing, including learning knot-tying. 
Food preparation/helping in the kitchen. 
Theater skits, improvisation, capoeira, dancing, and group sing-alongs. 
A camp-wide treasure hunt utilizing skills learned throughout the week to complete 
the task, including compass reading, fire building, and group cooperation. 

 
Outputs: Auroville Nature Camp exposed 78 students to the wonders of nature, investing 
in them the potential for future nature appreciation and conservation, which may very 
well manifest itself in the Auroville bio region. 
 

 
 
Outcomes  

 
Quantity: In total, 78 students and 36 adults participated in Auroville Nature Camp 2011. 
Details include: 
 

 Nature Camp Week 1: 26 students (11 Auroville Outreach Schools, 15 Auroville 
Schools,13 adults 

 Nature Camp Week 2:  29 students (10 Auroville Outreach Schools, 19 Auroville 
Schools, 11 adults 

- Nature Camp Week 3: 24 students (10 Auroville Outreach Schools, 11 Auroville 
Schools, 3  AV kids going to Pondy schools), 12 adults 

 
Quality: Auroville Nature Camp provides students with a week in the wilderness, exposing 
them to numerous challenges in all aspects of the being. Their physical was challenged in 
arduous treks to the big waterfall, or the daily group sports activities and games.  
 
The vital being was confronted with handling oneself in a group, learning to communicate 
one's needs clearly, participating in common chores, and cooperating with others to 
accomplish particular tasks. The mental was challenged in games and activities that 
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encourage problem-solving skills and concentration. The spiritual being was brought 
forward in the spectacular beauty and silence of the wilderness.  
 
While each individual is challenged, each person is simultaneously challenged to work and 
live in a collective, enhancing communication and cooperation skills. It is a rich exercise 
for future living - in harmony with nature - within the township of Auroville. 
 
Process Timelines: Auroville Nature Camp was conducted over three weeks in three 
different groups. Camp 1 was held from May 4 through May 12, 2011. Camp 2 was held 
from May 11 through May 19, 2011. Camp 3 was held from May 18 through May 26, 2011. 
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Goals/Objectives 
 
The aim of Aurofilm is to use cinema as a tool for education, and artistic and creative 
research. By providing regular showings of high quality films our wish is to offer to the 
Auroville community a way to develop taste and discernment. In order to fulfill our goal, 
contact, research and gathering of documentation on cinema generally and particularly the 
work of various Indian organizations and individuals that relate to cinema in India (doing 
research, production, promotion and preservation of films from India and the world) is a 
must. 
 
Programs and Activities 
 
Aurofilm provides regular film-screenings for the community of Auroville. In addition to 
that, we hold at least one annual thematic film festival and other film related activities. 
For this, we elaborate and organize the weekly program, requesting, renting or borrowing 
films that are available in India. Our work is therefore to contact the different organizations 
and companies holding rights or custody of the selected films, like the National Film Archive 
of India (NFAI, Pune) and Directorate of Film Festivals of India (DFFI, New Delhi) –under the 
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, GOI; the Embassy of France in Delhi that lends us 
the French film we choose from their list of 35mm English subtitled prints; and some 
commercial distributors in Chennai and Mumbai who send us what we request -if they have- 
upon a concession fee. Apart from these, we may directly ask Indian film directors, 
producers and individuals having commercial rights or authorizations for Indian films, to 
send us a film for our non commercial film show (with English subtitles). We attach this 
year‟s program to this report. 
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Last year we had ended the year with a historical film “Joan the Maid” on Joan of Arc by 
French director Jacques Rivette. The film is in two parts and the first one, “The Battles” 
had been shown as the last film of the previous year. We therefore started this year with 
the second part, “The Prisons”. In this excellent film, the period reconstruction is 
undemonstrative and Joan is shown as a strong, courageous and essentially human 
individual, even though her spiritual connection is subtly apparent in the actress‟ play and 
the script. 
 
We had other historical fiction films such as the Marathi award winning film by Paresh 
Mokashi about the life and work of the „Father of Indian Cinema‟ (Dhundiraj Govind Phalke, 
1870-1944), “Harishchandrachi Factory”. Made as a light comedy, the film portrays 
everything DG Phalke, a young printer who was fascinated by the new technology and 
cultural entertainment brought to India by the British, went through in the very beginning 
of the 20th Century to bring the 7th Art to India, where it became the major industry it is 
today. We showed this film twice, and the second time we could screen before it “Raja 
Harishchandra”, DG Phalke‟s –and India‟s very first fiction. It is dated 1913. From the great 
Indian classics, we showed Bimal Roy‟s “Do Bigha Zamin” (Two Acres of Land, 1952) and 
the following more modern works which became classics: “Swayamvaram”, Adoor 
Gopalakrishnan‟s first feature film (Kerala, 1972), “Thampu” (The Circus Tent) by G. 
Aravindan (Kerala, 1978) and “Maya Miriga” by Nirad Mohapatra (Orissa, 1984). Still from 
India‟s greatest film directors, “Kandhar” (The Ruins) by Mrinal Sen in 1983 and “Well 
Done Abba” by Shyam Benegal in 2010. All these important film works are possible thanks 
to our contacts with the National Film Archive of India (NFAI, Pune), the Directorate of Film 
Festivals in Indian (DFFI, Delhi) and personal contacts with film makers like Mr. Shyam 
Benegal who could direct us to his producers for our non commercial screening. 
 \ 
Some international  films like the French epic “The Horseman on the Roof”, by Jean-Paul 
Rappeneau, adapted from a novel by Jean Giono (Le hussard sur le toit); “Girl with a Pearl 
Earring”, a beautiful United Kingdom-Luxembourg production with Hollywood main 
actor/actress, taking one of the great Dutch painter JohannesVermeer‟s masterwork of the 
same name to weave a plausible fiction photographed in the lights and colors found in the 
real painter‟s works; a Taiwanese movie by Ang Lee, “Eat, Drink, Man, Woman which tells 
the moving story about a Taipei family of three daughters around their ageing father who is 
a great chef. Following DG Phalke, another  „biopic‟ was Clint Eastwood‟s “Invictus”, made 
last year, about the unifying work of former South African President Nelson Mandela. We 
showed two great Russian classics about war and human bravery “Ballad of a Soldier” by 
Gregory Chukrai (1960) and “Destiny of a Man” by Sergei Bondarchuck (1959). A 
Hollywood classic by King Vidor, “Our daily Bread”, 1934, (thanks to NFAI again) a very 
inspiring film whichshowed in a great cinematic way for this quite early film, how in the 
1930s, during the great recession, men and women from many different backgrounds came 
together in taking up some waste lands, organized themselves in a kind of community, lived 
and worked together to start a new life. 
 
Three other world classics were “My Uncle”, French film director Jacques Tati‟s poetic 
comedy with a dreamy Mr. Hulot as the protagonist caught up into two worlds, one very 
modern and rather cold and his own which happens to be so warm and lively; “Donkey 
Skin”, a French adaptation from the fairy tale of the same name (Peau d‟Ane), starring 
French actress Catherine Deneuve) by Jacques Demy; and the totally unconventional 
Swedish classic “Hugo and Josefin” with two very young children as the main protagonists 
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in what appears like near total freedom. There were many other interesting films but it 
would take too long to write about them all. 
 
During the year, we also organized some special screenings. After watching the renowned 
Indian wildlife filmmaker Shekar Dattatri‟s film “The Truth about Tigers”, we contacted 
him and invited him in Auroville to present his great documentary. Another instance was 
when a Turkish historian, researcher and documentary filmmaker, Ahmat Yazman, came to 
stay for a while in Auroville. We could ask him to present his latest film on the amazing 
archeological site of Göbekli Tepe in Anatoly where a 12,000 year old sacred place has 
been found. The film is therefore called “The World‟s First Temple”. For both events, the 
auditorium was full with enthusiastic viewers and the audience could ask questions after 
the screenings. We also presented our own 20 minute fiction short film, “Gopal and the 
Meaning of Illusion”, produced after the summer in Auroville and with Aurovilians in the 
technical crew and acting. The story is based on a very short Buddhist tale and is about 
“Illusion”. Other events for this year are reported separately (Film Festival in Auroville and 
Film Workshops). 
 
Outputs 
 
Film screenings for the community: 
All along the year, we organize the weekly 35 mm film program at the Sri Aurobindo 
Auditorium. The audience for these regular film shows has an average of 250/300 people of 
mixed nationalities and cultures. This year, a total of 57 films have been projected (please 
see Program attached). 
 
Other activities this year: 

- Film making workshop – script writing, finding the cast and rehearsals, shooting in 
and around Auroville, editing and presenting the film to the public. 

- Film workshop – schools - with the presentation of short films from different 
audiovisual schools from India as well as the Belgium film school, INSAS in Bruxels,. 

- A Film Festival in Auroville –a 3-day Panorama of Indian Contemporary Cinema, 
- Attending the International Film Festival at Panaji (40th IFFI, Goa) (an activity 

funded this year by the Auroville Project Coordination Group) 
 
Outcomes 
 
Cinema is an amalgamation of different art forms and is thus whole and complete. It is our 
conviction that cinema for those with an eagerness to learn is a communication channel 
through which one can relate with their own inner beings and that of the others. This 
aspect of cinema makes so much sense and encourages us as Aurovilians to strive towards 
the aspect of human unity. Also cinema is experiential in the very event that it creates an 
opportunity for people to literally come together and share their perspectives. Cinema is 
pursuit of beauty and aesthetics and it is through this pursuit that one develops 
discernment. Both fiction and documentary films give one a new perspective on life. While 
it is of utmost importance to choose the right type of film to be screened in a place like 
Auroville, that choice should not stem from a moralistic standpoint. We keep saying that 
the quality of the vibration that drives the physical manifestation of 35mm film projection 
is supremal and better left uncompared with a digital video presentation which is electronic 
and virtual representation. 
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Process timeline 
 
Research, evaluation and selection are an evolutionary process for us as far as cinema is 
concerned. We do this through weekly film shows, festivals during a calendar year, reading 
books and by giving classes or talks on film at Kalabhoomi. We are grateful to be able to 
consecrate our work to Aurovilians, guests and people of the world at large. By this we feel 
that some action is done through this endeavour and it does work on all the levels of our 
consciousness. Perhaps this brings us closer to our aim of transforming human nature. 
 

List of films screened at Bharat Nivas Auditorium, 2010-2011 
 

 
DATE TITLE YEAR DIRECTOR COUNTRY LANGUAGE DUR. 

 
2010 APRIL 

     

1 2 
JEANNE LA PUCELLE - 
PART II: LES PRISONS 1993 JACQUES RIVIETTE FRANCE FRENCH/EST 1H55' 

 
  

No film - Theatre play        
(JOAN THE MAID - THE 
PRISONS)     

   

2 17 
DANS LES CORDES                  
(INTO THE RING) 2007 

M. RICHARD-
SERRANO FRANCE FRENCH/EST 1H.33' 

3 23 OUR DAILY BREAD 1934 KING VIDOR USA ENGLISH 1H14' 

4 30 THE BLIND SIDE 2009 JOHN LEE HANCOCK  USA ENGLISH   

        

  
MAY 

     

5 7 

HARISHCHANDRACHI 
FACTORY 
(HARISHCHANDRA'S 
FACTORY) 2008 PARESH MOKASHI INDIA MARATHI/EST 1H.36' 

6 14 CHRONOPOLIS 1983 PIOTR KAMLER FRANCE/POL FRENCH/EST 52' 

7 21 
GABHRICHA PAUS                    
(THE DAMNED RAIN) 2009 SATISH MANWAR INDIA MARATHI/EST 1H.35' 

8 28 THE HUDSUCKER PROXY 1994 JOEL & ETHAN COEN USA ENGLISH 1H46' 

        

 
  JUNE 

     

9 4 
A RIVER RUNS THROUGH 
IT 1991 ROBERT REDFORD USA ENGLISH 2H.05' 

10 11 THE NEW WORLD 2005 TERRENCE MALICK UK ENGLISH 2H.15' 

11 18 

LE HUSSARD SUR LE 
TOIT(THE HORSEMAN ON 
THE ROOF) 1995 J.P. RAPPENEAU FRANCE FRENCH/EST 2H.05' 

12 25 INVICTUS 2009 CLINT EASTWOOD USA ENGLISH 2H.12' 

        

  
JULY   

    

13 2 
BALLAD OF A SOLDIER 
(BALLADA O SOLDATE) 1960 GRIGORI CHUKRAI USSR ENGL.DUB. 1H.17' 

14 9 

HARISHCHANDRACHI 
FACTORY 
(HARISHCHANDRA'S 
FACTORY) 2008 PARESH MOKASHI INDIA MARATHI/EST 1H.36' 

15 
 

with RAJA 
HARISHCHANDRA 1913 DG PHALKE INDIA Silent E. cards 20' 

16 16 
GABHRICHA PAUS                   
(THE DAMNED RAIN) 2008 SATISH MANWAR INDIA MARATHI/EST 1H.35' 

17 23 
RANDOM HARVEST                 
(PRISONNIER DU PASSÉ) 1942 MERVYN LEROY USA ENGLISH 2H.05' 

18 30 
JE CROIS QUE JE L'AIME       
(COULD THIS BE LOVE?) 2007 PIERRE JOLIVET FRANCE FRENCH/EST 1H.30' 
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AUGUST 

     

19 6 
THE TRUTH ABOUT 
TIGERS 2010 SHEKAR DATTATRI INDIA ENGLISH 40' 

  

(Documentary presented 
by the director) 

     

20 13 
L'ILE DE BLACK MÓR 
(animated) 2004 J.F. LAGUIONIE  FRANCE FRENCH/EST 1H.20' 

21 20 
DO BIGHA ZAMIN                     
(TWO ACRES OF LAND) 1952 BIMAL ROY INDIA HINDI/EST 2h.22 

22 27 
GIRL WITH A PEARL 
EARRING 2003 PETER WEBBER USA ENGLISH 1H.40' 

        

 
  

      

 
DATE TITLE 

 
DIRECTOR COUNTRY LANGUAGE DUR. 

 
2010 SEPTEMBER 

     

23 3 
PEAU D'ANE                             
(DONKEY SKIN) 1970 JACQUES DEMY FRANCE FRENCH/EST 1H..' 

24 
 

GOPAL AND THE 
TEACHING OF ILLUSION 2010 GERARD / AUROFILM INDIA ENGLISH 20' 

25 11 

VIOLENCE DES 
ECHANGES EN MILIEU 
TEMPÉRÉ 2004 J.M. MOUTOUT FRANCE FRENCH/EST 1H.39' 

  

                                                  
(WORK HARD PLAY HARD) 

    

26 17 
SWAYAMVARAM                     
(ONE'S OWN CHOICE) 1972 A. GOPALAKRISHNAN INDIA MALAYALAM/EST 2H10' 

27 24 
KHANDHAR                             
(THE RUINS) 1983 MRINAL SEN INDIA HINDI/EST 1H.48' 

        

  
OCTOBER 

     

28 22 
THAMPU                                  
(THE CIRCUS TENT) 1978 G. ARAVINDAM INDIA MALAYALAM/EST 2h.09' 

29 29 WELCOME 2009 PHIILIPPE LIORET FRANCE FRENCH/EST 1H50' 

        

  
NOVEMBER 

     

30 5 
EAT DRINK MAN WOMAN     
(YIN SHI NAN NU) 1994 ANG LEE TAIWAN MANDARIN/EST 2H.04' 

31 12 CAPITAINE ACHAB 207 PHILIPPE RAMOS FRANCE FRENCH/EST 
 

32 19 
MON ONCLE                           
(MY UNCLE) 1958 JACQUES TATI FRANCE FRENCH/EST 1H.51' 

33 26 AUGUST RUSH 2007 KIRSTEN SHERIDAN USA ENGLISH 1H54' 

        

  
DECEMBER 

     

34 3 
BRODEUSES                        
(A COMMON THREAD) 2004 ELEONORE FAUCHER FRANCE FRENCH/EST 1H.28' 

35 10 THE INFORMANT! 2009 
STEVEN 

SODERBERGH USA ENGLISH 1.48' 

36 17 
DESTINY OF A MAN               
(SUDBA CHELOVEKA) 1959 

SERGEI 
BONDARCHUCK USSR ENGL. DUB.   

37 24 
GÖBEKLI TEPE - THE 
WORLD'S FIRST TEMPLE   2010 AHMAT YAZMAN TURKEY ENGLISH 77' 

  

(Documentary presented 
by the film director) 

     

38 28 
TWILIGHT 10' SHORT 
FILM FESTIVAL  2007 SEVERAL STUDENTS INDIA ORIG.V.EST 

 

39 29 
TWILIGHT 10' SHORT 
FILM FESTIVAL  2008 FILM MAKERS INDIA ORIG.V.EST 

 
  

       

 
2011 JANUARY 

     

40 1 

INSAS SHORT FILM 
SCREENINGS - 5 short 
films 2010 SEVERAL STUDENTS BELGIUM FRENCH/EST 
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40 7 
LA QUESTION HUMAINE      
(HEARTBEAT DETECTOR) 2007 NICOLAS KLOTZ FRANCE FRENCH/EST 2H.23' 

41 14 DANTON 1983 ANDRZEJ WAJDA FR./POLAND FRENCH/EST 2H.16' 

42 21 TAIPEI EXCHANGES 2010 YA-CHUAN HSIAO TAIWAN MANDARIN/EST 1H22' 

43 28 

ORU PENNUM 
RANDAANUM  (CLIMATE 
FOR CRIME) 2008 

ADOOR 
GOPALAKRISHNAN INDIA MALAYAL/EST 1H.55' 

  
            

 
DATE TITLE 

 
DIRECTOR COUNTRY LANGUAGE DUR. 

  
FEBRUARY 

    
  

44 4 LA TETE DE MAMAN 2007 CARINE TARDIEU FRANCE FRENCH/EST 1h.35' 

45 11 WELL DONE ABBA 2009 SHYAM BENEGAL INDIA HINDI/EST 2H.40' 

46 19 MAYA MIRIGA 1984 NIIRAD MOHAPATRA INDIA ORIYA/EST 2H. 

47 25 
TOUS LES MATINS DU 
MONDE 1991 ALAIN CORNEAU FRANCE FRENCH 

 

 
  

      

  
MARCH 

    
  

PANORAMA OF GREAT INDIAN CONTEMPORARY FILM MAKERS       

48 4 6.00 I AM KALAM 2010  NILA MADHAB PANDA INDIA HINDI/EST 1H27' 

49 
 

8.30 ABOHOMAN                       
(ETERNAL) 2009 RITUPARNO GHOSH INDIA BENGALI/EST 2H.02' 

                

50 5 6.00 MUMMY AND ME 2010 JEETHU JOSEPH INDIA MALAYALAM/EST 1H.57' 

51 
 

8.30 RAAVANA 2010 MANI RATNAM INDIA TAMIL/EST 2H'17' 

                

52 6 3.30 LEAVING HOME 2010 JAIDEEP VARMA INDIA ENGLISH 1H.55' 

53 
 

6.00 VIHIR                                  
(THE WELL) 2010 UMESH KULKARNI INDIA MARATHI/EST 1H.55' 

54   
8.30 AMI AADU                          
(SOUND OF LOVE) 2010 SOMNATH GUPTA INDIA BENGALI/EST 2H.01' 

55 11 
LA FILLE DU RER                    
(THE GIRL ON THE TRAIN) 2009 ANDRE TECHINE FRANCE FRENCH/EST 1H.45' 

56 18 HUGO AND JOSEFIN 1967 KJELL GREDE SWEDEN SWED/EST 1H.41' 

57 25 

THE BAD SLEEP WELL       
(WARUI YATSU HODO 
YOKU NEMURU) 1942 AKIRA KUROSAWA JAPAN JAPAN/EST 2H.31' 
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C R I P A 
(CENTRE FOR RESEARCH IN PERFORMANCE ARTS) 

 
 
Goals/ Objectives 
 
-To develop theatre in Auroville. 
-To enrich Auroville‟s cultural life through theatre, in collaboration with music, dance 
and the visual arts. 
-To enhance the consciousness of our audience through theatre. 
-To increase inter-cultural understanding through theatre. 
-To connect Auroville to India through theatre exchanges with Indian theatre groups.  
-To offer theatre workshops facilitated by theatre artists from India and abroad. 
 
Savitri: A Soul for Any Age and Wantong 
 
1. Savitri: How do school children relate to this story from the Mahabharata using the 
text from Sri Aurobindo‟s epic poem, Savitri.  What relevance do they find in it for their 
own lives? Could they imagine themselves as the characters, both from yesterday and 
today?  We are aiming to bring this epic story into the daily lives of the children, for them 
to understand how it lives today, how they can explore it on the Bharat Nivas stage as 
actors and to share this with the audience. This wider Auroville audience will be another 
way for the children to understand the play and their skill as actors. 
 
2. Wantong: To introduce Thailand, Thai people and culture to Auroville through this 
performance group. Through this story of Wantong, about a woman condemned to death 
for choosing her own husband, to share concerns about women‟s role in present day 
society in Thailand and elsewhere.  
 
Outcomes 

 
Twenty school children from Udavi School took part in the performance of SAVITRI: A 
Soul for Any Age 
 
Approximately 75 people attended the performance at Bharat Nivas auditorium.  
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For the performance of Wantong, by the Moradokmai Theatre Troupe, there were two 
performances in the schools: Future School and Aikiyam School. Future School audience 
was 50 students and teachers, Aikiyam School was 200 students, teachers, and guests. In 
both schools, the actors were invited to have lunch with the school children.  There was 
also a public performance of Wantong at SAWCHU. Audience attendance was 70 people. 
 
Statistics 
 
SAVITRI: A Soul for any Age 
The children read both Sri Aurobindo‟s poem Savitri and excerpts from the Mahabharata. 
We had in-depth discussions about poetry, folk tales and the children developed designs 
for their costumes based on pictures showing Indian gods and goddesses.  
 
We worked with Upasana Design Studio to create costumes for all the characters, 
including an owl and a snake.  

 
The students learned about mask making from artist Gaurav Sharma (NSD, Delhi 
graduate, Theatre/Set Design) who visited Udavi School, and who helped us to create the 
set design for the show. Kanchana‟s dance students participated and joined us in 
discussions about King Ashwapati and Savitri, the young princess. 
 
Students discussed the moral and cultural implications of Ashwapati‟s decision to let his 
daughter choose her own husband and how this could be relevant for young girls of today, 
as portrayed by the character called Now Savitri. The discussion was wide-ranging and 
including thoughts about traditional values, love marriages, relationships with parents, 
pressures on young people from school and society, wishes, hopes and dreams of youth, 
etc. 
 
Discussions about the spiritual aspects of the story were wide-ranging and included 
talking about what is faith, divine intervention, spiritual transformation, destiny, karma, 
love, courage and devotion. 
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The young performers learned the value of attending rehearsals on time and regularly, 
how to work individually on their own character, how to listen to suggestions from the 
director without getting defensive, looking at themselves for similarities between the 
character and themselves. They also learned how to work as a group on a play, the value 
of sharing ideas and cooperating for the good of the performance. The importance of 
giving encouragement and support to others in their struggles was also emphasized. 
 
The students worked on the script, a long text in English and learned how to master it, 
how to project their voices through physical exercises and games, how to reach an 
audience with their story and how to express the emotional quality of the text. 
 
The five aspects of personality, that is, the physical, the vital, the mental, the psychic 
and the spiritual were all brought into play and enhanced during this time. 
 
The rehearsal process for SAVITRI: A Soul for Any Age was approximately 6 months, 
broken up by holidays, school time and illnesses. 
 
The Trial of Wantong: The audience was introduced to Thai culture in the form of 
music, dance and theatre. After the performance, there was a discussion between the 
audience and the artistic director, Kru-Chang. We talked about the Moradokmai 
performing arts community and how it compared with Auroville. What are the values 
which Moradokmai hopes to instill in its young people? What are the roots of the 
community? How do they maintain themselves? What is the relationship between the 
parents and the school? These were some of the questions which were answered during 
the discussion. 
 
The Moradokmai Performing Arts Community spent one week in December in Auroville. 
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HINDUSTANI MUSIC CLASSES 
 
 
Objective/Outcome 
 
The objective of this programme is for Aurovilians to get the opportunity to understand 
better the art form of Hindustani Classical Singing in the multicultural setting of Auroville 
and to enable them to have a glimpse of its psyche. For those undertaking training it is a 
way to grow and nurture their musical talents. 
 
Outputs 
 
Some of the students sang Rabindranath Tagore‟s songs for the inauguration of his 150th 
aniversary celebrations on the 15th of December 2010 at SAWCHU. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Outcomes 
 
These classes are held three afternoons each week consisting of 4 hours each day. Each 
student or group of students has one hour class per week.  
 
There are about 10 children and 10 adults attending these classes. 
 
Process /  Timelines 
 
This program has been ongoing since nine years and will continue in the future. 
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KALABHUMI MUSIC STUDIO 
 
 
Kalabhumi music studio has continued to be a significant space for the practice of music 
in Auroville. A focal point for both rehearsal, teaching and performing, the rehearsal and 
recording hall is open and used all year round by bands, students and teachers to further 
both collective and individual music skills. 
 
 

 
 
 
This year also continued to see a rise in the number of young people using the studio. The 
group of young musicians lead by Jana, in particular, continues to perform and rehearse 
regularly and has now become a very successful Auroville group. This in turn is leading to 
a larger interest in younger music students who are coming to both learn instruments and 
start their own music bands. 
 
As a teaching space the studio also now dedicates two days a week to classes for younger 
students. Several teachers are working there offering classes in piano, drums, music 
theory, saxophone and singing. 
 
In the next years there will also be significant changes in the Kalabhumi area. Currently 
under construction, the adjacent amphitheatre is being refurbished and modernized by 
the Auroville Performing Arts team, and the CRIPA project, a multipurpose rehearsal hall 
is due to be completed soon next door. Both are exciting projects that will be a major 
part of the performing arts in Auroville in the coming years and the music studio with its 
facilities will be an integral part of this. 
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KALABHUMI ART STUDIO 
 
 
Four years ago I (Nele) created an open studio space/time at my art studio in Kalabhumi. 
Situated in the cultural zone, the studio is close to the Auroville schools and can be easily 
reached on foot or by cycle for students of Future School where my art class is offered as 
an elective subject. 
 
Up to two afternoons a week are available for high school  students; three other 
afternoons are available for adult students. 
 
My art studio is well equipped with tools and high quality art material, so all the various 
techniques can be explored. 
 
The ordered atmosphere of the studio makes it possible to create an environment of 
concentration and focus to make a more meaningful work possible. The course covers a 
number of areas, including guided classes of the various techniques, art history classes, 
and free expression classes. 
 
The over-all idea of this workshop is to deepen the understanding of art; to gain 
confidence in self expression through art; to be more aware of what is around us and to 
perceive the beauty, harmony and order in and around us. 
 
The groups are small enough to allow for individual work while at the same time be able 
to participate in group work as well.  The interactive group work helps to evaluate and to 
try out different possibilities, to see how themes can be worked out differently. The 
various techniques are explained and tried out separately; a lot of importance is given to 
possibilities of composition in the art work. 
 
The fact that the creative process is always a mirror of inner work and at the same time 
linked to the world one lives in, can be very well worked out in our small group, which 
gives feedback to the individual work, but is at the same time protected enough to allow 
for freedom of expression. 
 
It is an interesting way to come to know one another, and is at the same time an 
interactive learning process in a supportive environment. 
 
It has been a very interesting experience for both me and the students. In Art, intuitive 
creativity and the organizing mind work together to create and express in a different 
manner. The idea of what beauty is becomes an inner research, and its creation is a 
constantly new experiment, which helps to clarify one‟s sense of harmony and order. 
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AUROHAMSHADWANI 
VEENA, VOCAL, DANCE, MIRUDHANGAM & KEY BOARD 

Aurohamsadhwani Arts Centre (since 2006) 
 
 
Objective 
 
The aim of our activity is to see the impact of classical music on the growing generation 
and the adults towards harmonious coexistence as we celebrate “Human Unity” in 
Auroville.  
 
And to  observe the impact on the learning capacity of our children who are learning 
classical music. 
 
Outcomes 
 
The student strength has vastly increased after the parents have seen our children‟s 
performance inside and outside of Auroville. 
The dance classes are conducted with 30 students in 3 batches.  
The veena classes are conducted with 24 students in 3 batches. 
The vocal classes are conducted with 21 students in 3 batches. 
The key board classes are conducted with 10 students in 1 batch. 
The mirudhangam class is conducted with 5 students in 1 batch. 
 

 
 
One student received the Child Award (Kalai Sigaram Virdu) for the veena competition 
from Puducherry Education Minister. 
 
Many of our students have received „First, second, and third prize in veena from Bharthi 
Uva Kala Madurai and Sawriammal Kalai centre in Puducherry. 
 
They played veena in the All India Craft Association organized from Puducherry. 
More than 1000 people participated from all over India. 
 
Some of the veena students played veena in Puducherry University for the Master of 
Visual Arts students creating the documentary film of ancient instrument of Veena. 
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They performed classical dance in Bharat Nivas auditorium for the Tamil New Year. 
 
Four students performed Arangetram in Bharathanatyam in Bharat Nivas Auditorium. 
 
They were invited to perform for the national poet Bharathiyar on his birthday in the 
house of Bharathiyar. 
 
Outputs 
 
In “Bharatnatyam Dance” group the number of students from 24 has increased to 30.  
The students are ready to perform individually (Solo Performance). 
They are able to identify the Ragas. It shows the learning skill is good. 
 
Process / Timelines 
 
It is an on-going process to learn and become masters in their fields of interest in these. 
 

 
 
Remarks 
 
It is  a great experience for all those who are attending these classes, as they are 
learning to work in a group and cooperate. They not only share their difficulties related 
to the classes, but also others they face and consequently, get advice from the adults. 
These classes have also served as a platform for child protection education.  
 
These classes give us the pleasure to see the children interact confidently  with children 
and adults from outside Auroville which creates a positive  atmosphere. 
 
Many temples have invited us for the veena, vocal and dance performance and we 
received gifts and certificates.  
 
Together we undertook a cycle trip to a swimming pool. We had lunch and spoke about 
Clean and Green Environment in AV in the forest area. 
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MIRRA WOMEN‟S GROUP 

 

Screen printing is a printing technique that uses a woven mesh to support an ink-blocking 
stencil. The attached stencil forms open areas of mesh that transfer ink or other 
printable materials which can be pressed through the mesh as a sharp-edged image onto 
a substrate. A roller or squeegee is moved across the screen stencil, forcing or pumping 
ink past the threads of the woven mesh in the open areas. 
 

  

  

 
This year we invited women from villages who along with Aurovilians and many children 
attended in this workshop. There were more than 50 members who participated and 
benefited in the class. We have given the material which they learned at the workshop as 
the participants wanted to share them with their family. After the teacher showed the 
examples each one tried the technique themselves.  It was a new experience for 
everyone in the class. 
 
Orientation to Auroville: Our main aim is to help those Auroville women who would like 
to join Auroville to understand Auroville ideals.  They are often  very much interested in 
listening  to elder Aurovilians‟ experiences about  how each one progressed in Auroville. 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Woven
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mesh
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stencil
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Substrate_%28materials_science%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roller_%28brush%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Squeegee
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We are going through books: “The Mother by Sri Aurobindo, The Sunlit path, Aims and 
ideal of Auroville books” etc.  The workshop starts with meditation and chanting Gayatri 
mantras. 
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ODISSI DANCE 
 
 
Goal / Objective / Outcome 
 
To give to Aurovilians the possibility of coming in contact with Odissi dance, and 
experiencing it in its full intensity. 
 
Program/Activity details 
 
We had weekly classes with Ms. Sangeeta Das, a well know exponent and researcher of 
Odissi in India. Ms. Sangeeta Das always seeks to express the inner most essence of 
Odissi. She always invites her students to connect deeply to their inner being, their mind, 
their emotions and their body while dancing.  
 
In two months time we plan to present to the community of Auroville our work in 
progress in the form of a dance program. 
 
Outcome 
 
Quality – The participants developed strength, stamina and coordination in their body. 
They learnt to appreciate the high aesthetics of Indian dance and music. They came into 
contact with the deep spiritual dimension of Indian culture. The project helped the 
participants to grow integrally. 
 
Quantity - Seven people took part in the project 
 
When we present our work in progress to the community, some may be deeply touched by 
the experience and some may even feel inspired to join us in our continuous research for 
deep lying beauty within everything. 
 
Timeline: The time frame for this project is one year. 
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SAVITRI – DANCE DRAMA 
 
 

 
 
Objective / Outcome 
 
Savitri is the mantric poem of Sri Aurobindo. By means of Savitri, an educational tool 
developed for the rural Arulvazhi children, we aim to  bring out their psychic, mental, 
vital and physical personalities.   
 
The dance drama was staged in Sri Aurobindo Auditorium on 12th March‟11 before an 
audience of about 600 people, out of whom around 500 were students of various schools 
of Auroville. The narration was in Tamil. 
 
Outputs 
 
Workshops, rehearsals and training by experts with Mother‟s reading of Savitri and with 
Sunil Bhattacharya‟s music. 
 
Outcomes / Process / Timelines and Remarks 
 
Savitri dance was not done with mental planning. It was the mantra revealing itself. The 
whole thing was done in an attitude of offering and on  behalf of this Earth. The first 
time it was staged on 28.02.1996 in Sri Aurobindo Auditorium in English with participation 
of village children. This time it was done in Tamil with experience gained in theatre arts 
but the performing children were new. The participating children attend  different 
schools and have no previous experience in theatre arts. For them, the whole process had 
to be started from scratch, outside their regular school hours and on holidays. 

 
Kalaimani Mrs. Hemamalini Raju,  an expert dancer guided Ms. Muthukumari who took the 
major responsibility to train the students. The Savitri class in Tamil conducted weekly in 
Arulvazhi centre helped the students. These children coming from economically backward 
surroundings but showing great aspiration, underwent training and performed their part 
very well to the acclaim of the viewers in Sri Aurobindo Auditorium. The dance drama 
was an experience in the coordination of sound, light, dress and music, narration,action, 
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slide projection with a clock like precision. Not only the children but also the resource 
persons also benefited spiritually.  

 
Ms. Muthukumari states that these children are lucky to perform in Sri Aurobindo 
Auditorium. Though not trained dancers, their movements expressed their inner 
aspiration and understanding their different role playing and also coordination of physical 
movements with other elements. Some of the students had inner visions about Savitri. In 
daily life also they tried to practice the higher values which Savitri embodies. Being the 
member of the Auroville health services team trained in energy measurement, she says 
that the energy rod measurement showed the upward flow of energy during the practice 
and performance. They were invoking the characters whom they were representing to 
flow into them and inspire  them to act. This way their energy level also was shown to be 
increasing. This dance drama was performed before the students of the Auroville schools 
and  they also imbibed the solemn atmosphere created. On the day of performance, it 
was a perfectly coordinated effort by the grace of Mother and Sri Aurobindo. 
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FILM MAKING WORKSHOP 
 
 
Goals/Objectives 
 
Film workshops are meant to form a team to experiment and learn the film making craft 
through practical activities. Preparing and making a film gives such an opportunity. Making 
a documentary is one thing; to make a short film from a story, with a mise-en-scene, a 
technical crew, actors on location, continuity, etc, is something completely different. This 
challenging task had not been undertaken so far by the Auroville Film Institute but finally 
we got down to it. 
 

 
Programs and Activities 
 
First of all, we needed a story with a well defined plot. Gerard always reads novels in 
view of a possible film adaptation. While reading a compilation of very short Buddhist tales, 
he had come across a two page novel that had claimed his attention. It so happened that 
during the Script Writing Workshop we had organized last year with French script writer and 
film director, Michel Spinosa, as an exercise we had proposed to work on this very story 
with the participants. This exercise was indeed useful to fully understand the rhythm, 
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particular highlights, etc. However, since Gerard had already started his adaptation work, 
most of the ideas and process already existed for the writing of the film script. He went on 
to change a little bit some situations (that would have been difficult to realize) adding or 
changing a couple of characters, but the story was basically there. From the written story, 
we made some changes, adapting it to more or less our present time, with a not too defined 
place and time, although it is obvious it is set in contemporary India. 
 
In short, it is the story of Gopal, a young spiritual seeker, who, while traveling with his 
guru in a desert landscape , had asked his guru to teach him about the meaning of illusion. 
The guru had not replied but had asked him to go and bring some water for him. This lead 
Gopal to an unexpected journey where he eventually found an answer to his question. 
 
Looking for the proper cast in Auroville is always a challenge. Since our short film was a 
product of a workshop within the multi-cultural space of Auroville,  we could do with an 
international cast which would still make our story credible. We do not have professional 
actors here – except for one or two- and everybody is busy somewhere with serious 
commitments. However, we could find the eight adults and the two small children we 
needed. We organised some rehearsals in our studio at Kalabhumi. Our lead actor was to be 
Drupad, a professional mime artist, Aurovilian from Goa –not an actor though- who has a 
good stage and camera presence as well as a clear expression, voice and body consciousness 
that the others do not have. He was a candid and most credible Gopal, in search for the 
meaning of illusion. But for Mita, a teacher and Aurovilian from Mumbai, who has some 
experience in acting on stage and in short films and who was the village girl‟s mother, all 
the others were first time actors: Alain, a French Newcomer in Auroville was Gopal‟s guru; 
Samata, a young volunteer in environmental research from Pune, was Shanti, the village 
girl; Gnanavel, a Tamil Aurovilian from Svaram workshop, was the young lad who introduces 
Gopal to the village and the girl‟s family; Daniel, a Swiss Aurovilian was the tea-shop owner, 
and two Tamil children were Gopal‟s children in his „illusionary‟ life. 
 
According to the story, we had particular locations: we needed a desert area, a village with 
a tea-shop and a well, a country house… We found them all in Auroville communities and 
thanks to the goodwill of Aurovilians, we got their permission and collaboration to slightly 
adapt the places for the shooting. Apart from several sequences in Aranya‟s community and 
canyons and forest, we also shot in the KOFPU unit, in and around Ganesh Bakery, in the 
wide pebble fields in front of Discipline and in Discipline Farm, some shots in Revelation and 
even Citadines‟ garden in the very center of Auroville. Additional shots were taken in village 
lands and a small temple near Aranya, for which prior permission had to be  sought. 
 
We found adequate costumes and accessories at the Auroville Free Store and with friends –
particularly an old, but beautiful copper pot for Gopal– and gathered some make up 
products. We had to rehearse the dressing up for Drupad and Alain (the Guru) dressed in  
lunghis and Samata, dressed in  a young Tamil  girl‟s skirt, blouseand scarf and later, a sari. 
We also had to fix a long black plait and later a bun and jasmine garland on her short hair –
which proved to be tricky! 
 
Regarding the logistics, with our desert land and country house located in the far away 
community of Aranya Forest, we had to organize two full days and several additional days of 
shooting, packing up all equipment, accessories, costumes and gathering the needed actors, 
technicians and helpers in a van. Food for the crew was prepared by the Tamil Aurovilian 
family living in Aranya. We also went to local tea-shops and road side eateries. 
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The film was to be recorded with a digital video camera so that we would have both, image 
and sound synchronized and would be able to do the editing and all technical work in 
Aurofilm (the film institute in Kalabhoomi). The most important part was the preparation 
of the shooting according to the story board, drawn during the preparation and rehearsals. 
Apart from all the dialogue scenes in the houses, village, well, etc. we had quite a lot of 
silent shots from Gopal alone, and Gopal with his guru, walking in the wild fields, canyons, 
desert-like landscapes under the scorching sun. All this needs a lot of precision in the 
continuity work. For this aspect and the shooting itself, we had asked Srinivasan, a Tamil 
film director, and his cameraman Rajaram to come and help us. This technical 
collaboration was a great help as Gerard, working with them, was more available for the 
mise-en-scene and the actor‟s work. We had two (amateur) sound engineers, a continuity 
girl, and several helpers for the lights, costumes, accessories and all the unexpected 
requirements on the spot. Everybody was busy, helping here and there where needed.  
 
After each batch of shooting days, Gerard would download the recorded shots into the 
computer in the film institute, to have them ready for editing. This is a very interesting and 
creative part as according to the script, several options can be found to build up a scene 
with most efficiency in rhythm and visuals. Sometimes a wrong or unconvincing acting 
would prevent the use of an important shot. Fortunately, in view of this kind of difficulty, 
Gerard, Srini and Rajaram, having experience in editing, had been careful to take several 
shots of the same scene and from different angles. 
 
According to the scenes and their rhythm, mood, location, we looked for different types of 
music. We found good pieces in Indian classical music (sitar and tabla), Western classical 
(piano solo), jazz-rock with electric violin, some guitar improvisations and so on. Mixing the 
music with fade in and fade out, adding wind sound or the barking of dogs, some percussion 
or other extra sounds or notes, is a great moment too. Sometimes, we would take the voice 
of a take and synchronize it with another take in order to have the actor‟s best presence in 
terms of sound and image –if the acting was exactly the same of course. We also did some 
dubbing for the voice of two of our actors: their voices were too weak  for the English 
rendition.  
 
We finalized the title which came out as “Gopal and the Meaning of Illusion”, and wrote 
the credits in a rolling titles‟ style, being careful not to forget anyone. The roughly 
finalised film was screened again and again on our computer and TV screens, to give the 
final touches on rhythm, continuity in light and sound, music and other effects. 
 
We then burnt a DVD of it and it was ready for screening. We first showed it to the 
participants –who were quite taken aback by the result. As a matter of fact, a film is the 
succession of separate sequences and shots, most of the time not taken in the chronological 
order, but grouped either in the same locations, or with only some of the actors. 
Sometimes, a sequence has only one or two actors, or is taken in a very different location –
for instance in our story, the tea-shop sequence; and the others actors were not really 
aware of it. Therefore, very often, the actors, if they have not carefully read and 
understood the script, have little idea of how the whole film will shape up. We then 
planned a public screening of the very final version at the Sri Aurobindo Auditorium for a 
large audience. Since it is a story suitable for all ages and a general kind of public, we 
decided to show it before the screening of the very famous French fairy tale, “Peau d‟Ane” 
(Donkey Skin) which drew a large international and general audience. 
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Outputs 
 
The workshop did provide a lot of creative and work experience to the twenty or so 
participants. A main screening at the Auditorium and several semi-public screenings of the 
film (like one screening in „Citadines‟ and a screening for the children of Deepanan School) 
have been offered since the film is completed. DVD copies have been distributed to some of 
the participants, to the Auroville Video Library and at SAIIER office for the records. 
 
Outcomes 
 
Most of us were participating at all times and could follow or be active in all the  aspects of 
the making of this short film. It has been a good exercise too and all of us learned 
something –be it with the writing the script and drawing the story board, organizing the 
logistics, planning & scheduling, gathering the necessary people, acting properly for the 
part, but also for the direction, camera‟s place, angle and movement, continuity, timing 
and so on.  
 
Process timeline 
 
The work of adapting the short story into a short film had been done the previous year by 
Gerard and Surya. Some more work on the story took place at the beginning of 2010. We 
started looking for the perfect cast at this time too and organized the rehearsals just after 
the summer, in July. The shooting proper took place in August. By September, editing was 
over and the final version ready to be presented in mid-October at the Auditorium. After 
that, we made and distributed copies to the participants. 
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AUROVILLE FILM FESTIVAL 
 
 
Objective / Outcome 
 
Invite and involve skilled, practicing, non-Aurovilian professionals to hold seminars, 
provide training, and give guidance to the participants of the AVFF ‟11 EOP in specialized 
areas of filmmaking. 
 
Program/Activity details 
 
We invited 3 professional film faculty members to conduct classes within our program.  
These classes were specifically for the students participating in AVFF ‟11 EOP from 
December 2010 to April 2011. 
 
Outputs 
 
(1) 16 hours of classes over 3 weeks with Elodie Dulac on film theory and film analysis.  
(2) 8 hours of classes over 2 weeks with Laurence de Junnemann on scenario and script 
writing.   
(3) 5 hours of classes over one day with Shekar Dattatri on techniques of wildlife 
filmmaking. 
 
Outcomes 
 
Over 50 students from Future School and The Learning Community benefitted from these 
classes.  These inputs will be reflected in the films they produce this term.   
 
Process /  Timelines 
 
We received notification of the grant from SAIIER in December 2010.  Since then, we have 
organized 3 non-Aurovilian professional film faculty to conduct classes within Auroville 
Film Festival ‟11 Educational Outreach Program.   
 
The knowledge and skills acquired by the students from these classes will be utilized by 
them in the films which they subsequently produce from now till the 15th of August. 
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NATURE CRAFTS 
Power of Imagination 

 
 
Goal 
 
Our main focus for this project was to research  how nature connects to one's imagination 
with the creativity. Through this project we could nurture in children the joy and delight 
coming from nature. By  providing children creative activities for the joy of learning in a 
free choice environment. 
 

    
 
Program/Activity details 
 
Deepanam students numbering about 60 were involved (in different time slots ) in the 
discussion followed by the  story 'Snow White and the Seven Dwarves'.This gave them the 
platform to imagine the worlds in the world, and that is where our activities started. 
They were given free choice to imagine and create the Dwarf's city, with natural 
elements. This includes clay, carpentry, painting, stitching, beads-works, and nature 
crafts. 
 
Each child chose those activities that interested him/her and with the respective teacher 
committed to work for a fixed amount of time. 
 
In this way children were organically guided with the uses of  nature. 
 
We also made some field trips to some of the units of AV which work with nature like 
Shradhanjali, Svaram............ using the creative side of Auroville . 
 
Outputs 
 
The students were able to come up with their own creative activities. As it was followed 
by auditory sense ( listening to the story ), visual sense (looking at many pictures), 
sometimes younger ones spent their time outside in the nature quietly waiting for fairies 
to appear and using small sticks and dry leaves to make their beds, using touch sense. It 
made them very enthusiastic for their work.  
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Over the time we found that they began to work on their own. In mixed age groups they 
were able to help each other out in a very harmonious way. 
Self exploration and the joy of creating on their own were greatly appreciated by them. 
 
Outcomes 
 
1: Quality:  

 
At the end of 4 months children decided to have an exhibition wherein they would not 
only display their works but also have used their products, as props in a drama. This 
confidence of using their own handmade props made them feel proud.  
 
They learnt new skills with a sense of goodwill and for the joy of progressing. We also 
noticed an increase in moral values as they were made responsible for their choices.  
It made them very happy and connected them with nature. That admiration of nature 
through imagination kept them in touch with their soul. 
 

 
 
2: Quantity 
 
We had about 60 students and 8 teachers/helpers who were involved in these 6 months. 
 
Process/ Timelines 
 
Overall it was over six months that the children worked in projects they had selected and 
concluded with the exhibition cum theatre  for all the community. We wish to be able to 
work in this manner of free choice with children more and more so as to build their self-
confidence and refine their vital through positive, beautiful imagination, and also 
develop in them the  love for nature naturally. 
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LEGENDS OF CREATION PROJECT 
 
 
Objective/Outcome 
 
To create an international, intercultural project in a partnership between a group of 
Aurovilian artists and the Synti Theatre Group from Finland. It is a research on legends of 
the creation from different countries and cultures that express the underlying unity 
behind peoples and cultures. 
 
     -   The Synti Group performed in Auroville in September 2009. 
 

- In June 2010 a group of 8 Aurovilian artists performed in Finland “ Ekatva - 
Oneness” based on poems by Sri Aurobindo  and having as theme “Evolution and  
Shiva‟s dance in the creation of the universe”. 

 
- In December - January 2010 – 2011 the synti Group director, Liisa Isotalo, visited 

Auroville to give continuity to the project. 
 
Outputs 

  
- Meeting of the two groups in Finland in June 2010 and working together to create 

a  combined performance of the two groups to be presented in Finland and in 
Auroville in 2011 \ 2012 

 
- Exploring Sri Aurobindo‟s texts in search of the oneness that is behind everything. 

How to express that through body, voice and space in a work resulting in a 
performance. 

 
- Giving the participants, Aurovilians aged between 17 and 63 years, the possibility 

of discovering and confirming their potential.  
 
- Exchange of experience between different cultures and a different environment, 

giving a possibility of co-creating a project based on Human Unity. 
 
Outcomes 
 

- A very rich learning process, both professionally and on a human level. To travel 
to another country and share experiences with professionals, working close 
together in a daily basis, looking forward to a combined performance.  

- To be inspired by elements of Indian spirituality and by Sri Aurobindo‟s texts gave 
to all artists a high level of participation.  

- The follow up of the project, that will happen during the months of August – 
September 2011, when three members of the Auroville group will travel again to 
Finland to work together and perform with the Synti Group. 

- In 2012 the Synti Group will come to Auroville to perform together with the 
Aurovilian participants. 
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Process/Timelines 
 
The project started in February 2010 and went on till July of the same year. It is growing 
and developing further in 2011 and should continue till 2012. 
 
It is a long term project. The idea is to develop further the research and find some more 
legends that can be included in the program.  
 
Remarks 
 
We are very grateful to have been able to participate in such a beautiful project, and  
thank deeply all the help and support received from Auroville through SAIIER and other 
sources that helped to make it possible. We believe that such projects, for their subject 
and scope, can only enrich our artists and Auroville‟s collective body. 
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DEHASHAKTI SCHOOL OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
 
 

Statistics 
 

Number of students enrolled 
209 

Number of new students enrolled 30 
Nationalities represented 

15 
Number of students graduated 

20 
Number which left for other reasons 12 
Number of full time staff 

4 
Number of part time staff 

10 
Aurovilians on maintenance 10 
Buildings or other construction work begun  

March 2011 for temporary horse stables, 
enclosure etc... May 2011 for re-surfacing 

of 1 basketball court. 
 

 

Aim of the Program 
 

Dehashakti is an overall physical education program for Auroville students from the age 7 
up to 18 years. In this five days per week program children participate in gymnastics and 
fitness, athletics, team games and swimming. Through physical education children can be 
made to achieve higher values of self-control, respecting team members and developing 
self confidence. Along with the development of the body a greater mental strength can 
be achieved to provide a more complete education to children in Auroville. 
 

Children are divided in groups by their age and each group is named according to physical 
qualities to be developed; the oldest are Perfection (15-18 years), Knowledge (12-14 
years), Force (11-12 years), Harmony (10-11years), Beauty (9-10years) and Bliss (7-8 
years) and  Joy (6-7years). 
 

Additional Time for Sub-Junior Sports 
 

This year we continued with the additional slot to the regular sports time. Due to several 
factors and advantages we conducted physical education classes for the sub-juniors 
(grades-1 & 2) earlier in the afternoon at 2.30pm to 3.30pm. This has proven to be very 
successful and we were able to provide a much more concentrated class with this timing. 
The older students from the grades-3 onwards continued to arrive at 3.45pm to 5.15 pm. 

The first condition for acquiring power is to be obedient.  
The body must learn to obey before it can manifest power; and physical education is the most 
thorough discipline for the body. 
So be eager and sincere in your efforts for physical education and you will acquire a powerful body. 
My blessings are with you. 
 

       The Mother (1st April 1968) 
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Everyday we  start our classes with a short line-up & concentration. This is to bring a 
quiet and calm strength in the nervous being of the children who are often quite 
distracted and in a mental turmoil. 
 

 

 

 
 

Overview of the Year 
 

The school year is divided into four phases with emphasis on different skills and training. 
This gives children in every phase a different challenge and thus keeping the interest and 
enthusiasm alive. 
 

This year we re-introduced the Star Awards system. Each child was awarded 1 star a week 
if he/she had fulfilled these requirements: 
- attending sports everyday 
- wearing shoes 
- wearing proper sports wear 
- coming on time 
- good behaviour 
 

This same system was used in the Team Aurolympics, with additional requirements of :  
- good sportsmanship 
- team work/spirit. 
 
 

Question:  
Sweet Mother, we have a minute of concentration before and after group every day. What should we 
try to do during this concentration? 
 
Before, make an offering to the Divine of what you are going to do, so that it may be done in a spirit 
of concentration. 
Afterwards, ask the Divine to increase the will for progress in us, so that we may become instruments 
that are more and more capable of serving Him. 
You may also, before starting, offer yourselves to the Divine in silence. 
And at the end, give thanks to the Divine in silence. 
I mean a movement of the heart without any words in the head. 
       The Mother ( 24 July 1961) 
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Phase-1: (July – September) 
This is the beginning of the school year and the focus is more on general fitness and 
development of basic skills in team sports and gymnastics. 
 
Phase-2: Team-Aurolympics (October – December) 
In physical education, the main concern is not to win or lose but how far an activity or 
game provides educative experiences to the students. This phase puts the emphasis  on  
team cooperation. In the Team-Aurolympics points are given to the best team that is able 
to perform as well as maintain the best sportsmanship record. 
  
These are competitions carried out in Houses wherein the contribution of every member 
adds to the total points of their House. In this way all the activities, gymnastics, 
swimming, athletics, fitness, and games have an equal importance and every member 
according to their performances helps and contributes to their House. In this we added 
the regularity and discipline factor too. Winning again was not the ultimate goal, but to 
work as a team, to progress in every event, to do the best at all times and to be 
committed and regular was the main focus. 
 

     
 

Phase-3: Athletics – Aurolympics (Jan – March) 
Here we begin the phase with athletics training for all the individual activities and 
culminate the phase with Athletics-Aurolympics which are the competitions. All the 
children participate according to the events as per their age: 
 

 
 

 
 

In addition to the athletics training  we also held our annual endurance race- “Run for my 
Heart”. The children could run either 3, 5 or 10 kms on a marked trail inside Auroville. It 

Seniors: (Girls & Boys) Age 14-18 years 
Races -100m, 200m, 400m, 800m, 1500m, 1500m walk, 3000m 
Jumps - Long Jump, High Jump, Triple Jump 

Throws - Shot Put, Javelin, 

Juniors: 
Races -60m, 5min race, 1min walk, Hold-push-up position get up & run 20m 
Jumps - Long Jump, High Jump, Standing Triple Jump, 5 bounding strides 

Throws - Cricketball throw, Overhead Heave, Seated Football throw 
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was a good preparation for those who participated in the Auroville Marathon held in 
February 2011. 
 

Phase-4: Team (March-April) 
 

 

This is the last phase wherein children have the free choice to follow the activity they 
would like to work upon more intensely. 
 

New Activity: Since March 2011, Dehashakti has taken up the responsibility of  the horses 
and ponies that were in the Pony Farm. Students are able to help in taking care of the 
animals and keeping their environment safe and clean. Riding lessons may be offered at a 
later stage. 
 

This year we introduced several sports clubs- Football,Volleyball, Basketball, Table 
Tennis and Horse Friends- for which the students needed to sign up and commit to 
participate in till the end of the school year. 
 

There was again a  request to conduct a small Futsal tournament with all the children 
and teachers interested. We had about 70 participants of mixed age – 9 to 18 years and 
teachers too were included in this friendly Futsal League. It was a very  successful event 
which lasted for over four weeks. 
 

Prize -Giving Day: This year we decided to have one whole day to award the prizes for 
both the Team and Athletics events, as well as the Star Awards. The team Houses as well 
as individual children who had made a great effort were recognised and awarded special 
cups. All children were  presented with medals, certificates and t-shirts. 
 

There were a few activities conducted in which parents were encouraged to participate, 
such as tug-of-war with older children and Flag Game with the junior children. 
 

 
 
  

Intermediates: (Girls & Boys)11-13 years 
Races -60m, 200m, 400m, 800m, 1000m walk, 5min race 
Jumps - Long Jump, High Jump, Triple Jump, Standing Long Jump 

Throws - Shot Put, Cricketball throw, Overhead Heave 
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AUROVILLE SPORTS RESOURCE CENTER 
 
 
Goal /Objective/ Outcome 
 

The aim of Auroville Sports Resource Center is to encourage participation in sports and 
related activities among  youth and among the adult population in Auroville and its 
surrounding regions.  
 

The objectives of the Sports Resource Center are to  

 Coordinate sports activities and programs so that more number of people can take 
advantage to participate in sports. 

 Create and maintain a sports library to improve knowledge on the sporting 
activities and its benefits to healthy body and mind. 

 Conduct seminars / workshops on sports to encourage and promote interest in 
sports. 

 Make use of multimedia to effectively teach skills in sports. 

 Facilitate viewing of special live TV broadcastings of sports events e.g.: the 
Olympic Games, the World Cup, Wimbledon etc. 

 Invite Top Teams/ Clubs to play friendly / exhibition matches to promote and 
popularize sports and games. 

 Invite top Indian and International sports personalities so ordinary people come in 
contact and interact with and be inspired by them to strive towards a higher 
standard in sporting activities and goals.  

 To facilitate field trips in sports and games to participate and observe various 
special domestic events like: Federation Cup Championship, National 
Championship and international events like: Asian Games, ATP Championship etc. 

 

Program/Activity details 
 

The following activities  took place during the year 2010- 2011: 
 

The birthday week basketball league started on Friday, 18th February 2011 at Certitude 
on the dirt court, as a yearly feature of our activity.  As usual, the players ranged from 
the very best in the Pudhucherry region to the debutants in Auroville.  This includes our 
friendly neighbors from around Auroville and the guests visiting from around the world, 
New Comers and Aurovilians!   Prior to this event, the basketball court was extended by 
another three meters in length by shifting the fence into the newly purchased land 
adjacent to it and some minor repairs were carried out as well. 
 

Pudhucherry State level Basketball Tournament 
Lotus basketball club hosted a Pudhucherry state level tournament for men and 
Pudhucherry school level sub juniors‟ championship boys and girls at New Creation sports 
ground on 30, 31 July and 1st August 2010.   
 

The Auroville junior and sub-junior boys and girls attended 2 Pudhucherry state level 
school basketball tournaments hosted by the affiliated clubs in Pudhucherry. One was 
held at the Petit Seminar school grounds at Uppalam and another in the Rajeev Gandhi 
Indoor stadium also at Uppalam. 
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Facilitated  four youths from Kuilapalayam Trust School: Saravana, Shakthi, Ravi and 
Magesh to participate in the All India National Youth Basketball Championship held at 
Trichi, Tamil Nadu.  Coordinated 4 friendly basketball matches -- 2 for the AV girls 
team one from Cuddalore District and another one from Annamalai University, 1 for the 
Lotus boys club against the boys club from Pudhucherry and another one for the Auroville 
Seniors men team against mixed players form Pudhucherry clubs. 
 

Rural Volleyball Tournament 
Auroville volleyball team conducted a rural volleyball tournament from Saturday and 
Sunday 31st July to August 1st, 2010 at New Creation sports ground. The matches were 
played from 5.00 pm to 10.00 pm Saturday and on Sunday 7 am to 7 pm.  This was a two 
day volleyball tournament for creating awareness of the sporting spirit, cooperation and 
harmony and team work among the surrounding village youths and Auroville.  This event 
was preceded by a one week training coordinated for the AV and Kuillapalayam teams in 
preparation for the tournament at New Creation sports ground by Vasu and Senthil. 
 

In the month of January 2011, the Auroville Cricket team organized a Senior Level 
cricket tournament in which 20 teams from the villages around Auroville participated. 
The tournament ended on Auroville‟s birthday.  The Auroville Cricket main team is 
composed of young players who studied in Auroville Schools and are now working at 
different service units in Auroville. 
 

      
 

Additionally Auroville cricket club also conducted a three-day super six Cricket 
tournament on 9,10, and 11th of September 2010. There were 25 teams including AV and 
from the surrounding areas like: Kottakarai, Allankupam, Kuilapalayam, Edaichavadi etc. 
It was great fun to coordinate this new super six cricket tournament.   It was well 
received and well participated.  The teams that reached the final were Auroflower and 
Rahulfriends. The final match was a toughly fought one and in the end Auroflower won 
the first place trophy, and the second place was awarded to Rahulfriends. This event 
provided many opportunities for the different village youths to get together and 
participate in a friendly way.  This event also made it possible for more than 250 youth 
from the surrounding regions to meet one another in a friendly, but competitive platform 
of cricket tournament.  Hopefully activities like these can gradually pave the way 
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forward for a peaceful and harmonious atmosphere among the village youths and 
Auroville.  
 

Regular on-going activities in the multipurpose hall: A fitness program: “P 90 X”, Table 
Tennis, Tango dance class, Salsa dance class, Indian Contemporary & Folk dance class for 
children, Bharathanatyam dance practice for the Tamil New Year dance program, AV 
Marathon preparatory meetings, and AV girls basketball club meeting and an AV girls and 
boys basketball clubs “pot-luck” meeting.  
 

Outputs 
 

A one week volleyball coaching camp for the Kuillapalayam youths and AV volleyball team 
carried out by Vasu and Senthil at New Creation sports ground followed by a 2 days 
tournament. 
 

Coordinated a one day invitation volleyball tournament with lunch for the winning teams. 
Carried out some court repair and extension of the Certitude basketball court followed 
up with an Auroville winter basketball league hosted at Certitude basketball court with 
dinner and a printed T shirts for all the participants. 
 

During the Auroville birthday week we organised the basketball league at New Creation 
sports ground for only the basketball clubs. 
 

Coordinated a Pudhucherry state level junior and sub-junior level basketball tournament 
as well as coordinated a senior level Pudhucherry basketball tournament. 
 

Participated in 2 Pudhucherry state level school basketball tournaments, assisted in 
coordinating the 4th edition of the Auroville Marathon. 
 

We also coordinated 4 friendly basketball matches: 1 between AV girls and Cuddalore 
college girls & Auroville girls and Annamalai University girls and the 3rd one between the 
Auroville men team & Pudhucherry mixed club and another one against boys bb club 
Pudhucherry and Lotus bb club Auroville (Juniors) team and coordinated a super Six 
Cricket tournament for the teams from Auroville and neighborhood. 
 

Outcome 
 

We have been able to coordinate and facilitate sporting activities among a varied age 
group of both genders emphasizing the aspect of participation in sporting activities of the 
adult population from Auroville and its surrounding regions.  Coordination of the Auroville 
Marathon enabled us to attract an unprecedented number of participants: over 1200 from 
the Ashram, Auroville and other parts of India.  Through these events we have seen that 
the youth can be made to come together and cooperate, participate and work as a team 
towards a common goal using sports as a platform. This enhances cooperation, team work 
coupled together with skills and willingness with a positive attitude.   
 

Process/Timelines 
 

The above activities have taken place during the year 2010 to 2011.  These activities are 
ongoing through the year. 
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PITANGA 
 
Objective / Outcome 
 

Pitanga‟s service is dedicated to the development and enhancement of physical 
education and cultural activities in the light of Mother‟s and Sri Aurobindo‟s Yoga. 
Activities are happening in the format of  
 

1. Regular Classes 
Regular classes include open classes, closed research classes, rehearsals for 
performances and teachers‟ training groups. 

2. Non-regular Activities  
Non-regular activities are given in the form of workshops which are held either 
once or for a series of classes during a short time span. 

3. Health Care Activities 
To offer various therapeutic facilities as well as quality medical help in 
Homeopathy and Physiotherapy. 

4. Regular Cultural Activities 
To provide opportunities for awareness, education, self-expression and 
appreciation of visual and performing arts, like music, dance, theatre, paintings, 
etc. 

5. Non-regular Cultural Activities  
To broaden the awareness on what cultural activities can bring to the 
development of the being by offering evening performances, lectures and art 
exhibitions. 

 

Outputs 
 

Regular program: Between 50 to 60 classes per week and 11 to 15 different therapies 
were offered regularly. 30 Aurovilians are part of the team of regular teachers and 
therapists. Physical activities  help to increase bodily awareness and consciousness and 
foster the receptivity of the body. They help further to keep the body fit for the inner 
and outer work and free from ailments. 
 

Regular physical activities at Pitanga focus around: Yoga Āsanas, Dance, Martial Arts and 
other health enhancing exercises. 
 

Regular Classes: Program 
 

a. Āsanas & Exercises 
Āsanas in the style of B.K.S. Iyengar as introduction classes, for beginners, intermediate, 
advanced and mixed levels;  Medical Āsanas;  Āsanas for women;  Yoga for pregnant 
women;  Āsanas for children;  Āsanas for teenagers;  Teachings in French: Yoga Āsanas for 
beginners, Sivananda Yoga Āsanas;  Āsanas – course in Russian;  Sivananda Yoga Āsanas for 
different levels: beginners, advanced and mixed levels;  Pranayama (Art of Living 
Technique);  Yoga Therapy;  “Discovery of the energy body” – Games for children;  
Gymnastics for children;  Gyrokinesis (Dynamic Yoga). 
 
b. Dance 
Odissi Dance for children, teenagers and adults (beginners, advanced); Contemporary 
Dance for teenagers and adults. 
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c. Martial Arts 
Aikido – level: beginners, advanced, children. 
 

Workshops 
Workshops aim at teaching the students in a short but intensive period of time an 
exercise or technique, allowing him/her to progress much faster than by a classroom 
rhythm. It also allows a much deeper research on the mastering of techniques. Pitanga 
offered 13 workshops this year. The program consisted of:  
 

“Yoga – Mantra – Opera” Voice Workshop;  
Family Constellation Workshops in English and French language;   
Pranayama Workshops;   
Body Awareness Workshops;   
Aikido Workshops; 
Shiatsu Workshops for beginners and intermediate practitioners and a Yoga Workshop. 
 

Health Care Activities 
Acupuncture,  AUM Massage,  Energy Healing,  Facial Massage Therapy,  Holistic 
Astrology,  Holoenergetic Healing,  Grounding Work,  Inner Body Exploration,  
Physiotherapy,  Psychotherapy with Tarot,  Reflexology,  Reiki,  Swedish Massage,  Thai 
Yoga Massage, Therapeutic sessions. 
 

Regular Cultural Education was provided to children and adults with the following 
programs: Japanese Art Calligraphy; Art of Japanese Tea Culture; different choir 
rehearsals; Piano and other musical rehearsals; Dance rehearsals; Theatre rehearsals. 
 

The following Non-regular Cultural Activities were offered: 
Evening performances & Lectures:  
 

o Musical performance by guest artists from Belgium “Duo Sirocco” together with 
Puducherry Flute Quartet: Chamber Music Concert with piano, csakan (flute) and 
flutes. Presented were compositions by e. Kraehmer, J. Gebauer, F. Schubert, J. 
Strauss, Ph. Fahrbach. 

o Musical offering of piano recital, chants and bhajans by Murali (Cyril Marie) from 
France. Presented were works of Schumann, Albeniz, Gurdjieff and Indian 
Bhajans. 

o Concert by Aurovilian Jazz Trio: Matt, Mishko and Suresh on piano, bass and drums 
presenting Jazz Standards and original compositions. 

o Western Musical Recital for violin and piano by Pushkar and Ladislav Brozman. 
Presented were works of Mozart, Brahms, Pergolesi, and Stravinsky. 

o Musical presentation by the New Creation Choir under direction of Laurent Hirsch, 
France. Presented were “a cappella profane songs” and gospels. 

o Poetry Reading organised by the Pavilions of France and Spain in Auroville: “Le 
Club des Poetes” presenting “Une Grand Estreno!” 

o Poetry Reading organised by “Le Pavillon de France”: “Le Club des Poetes” 
presenting “Promenade à travers la poésie française” Performed by Croquette 
(reading) and Suresh (percussions). 

o Musical performance by a guest artist from America: Matthew Shartsis presenting 
original songs and standards on guitar and vocal from Blues, Jazz, Country and 
Soul music. 
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o Concert by an Aurovilian father-and-son duo: Pascal and Simon on saxophone and 
piano presenting Jazz and Improvisation. 

o Musical performance by guest artists from Netherlands and Auroville: “OTO.3” 
with Maarten Visser on saxophones, Holger Jetter on electric bass violin and 
Robbert Van Hulzen on drums presenting “ Contemporary Compositions in Sound”. 

o Gregorian Chant Concert “Lux Ex Oriente” by the Auroville Cappella Gregoriana 
under direction of Eugeen. 

o Poetry Reading organised by “Le Pavillon de France”: “Le Club des Poetes” 
presenting “Victor Hugo” narrated by Croquette. 

o Indian Classical Music Performance by guest artist Purnima Chaudhury: “Rasa 
Madhuri” Concert in Thumri, Kajri, Tappa. Vocal Purnima Chaudhury accompanied 
by Tabla – Viplav Burman and Sarangi – Debashish Halder. 

o Poetry Reading: “The Ancient Mariner” by Coleridge presented by Norman and 
Otto, accompanied by Holger on electric violin. 

o Western Musical Recital for violin by Ladislav Brozman. Presented were 
compositions of J.S. Bach, Eugène Ysaye, Arthur Honegger. 

o Two performances of the Auroville Adult Choir singing Celtic Songs. 
 

Exhibitions 
 

Exhibitions by Aurovilian artists in oil paintings, mixed media, silk works, photographic 
techniques were shown. 
 

o Paulette – “From Aurobindo Ghose to Sri Aurobindo”;  A photo exhibition organised 
on the occasion of Sri Aurobindo‟s Centenary Arrival in Pondicherry. 

o Charu – “Fun at your cost”;  Caricature drawings. 
o Helene Gagnon – “Mandalas – Inner Moments”;  Drawings and paintings. 
o Vineet Kumar – “Glimpses on Indian Culture”;  Photography. 
o Hufreesh Dumasia – “Who Paints?”;  Paintings. 
o Vahula -  Acrylic paintings of Indian landscape scenes. 
o Diane Smith – “Silk Life”;  Fine Silk Art wall hangings. 
o Dr. Susil Pani – “Saraikala & Mayurbhanj Chau Dance”;  Photographic 

documentation of a form of classical Indian dance. 
o Paulette – “The Mystic Soul of Nature”;  Photography 
o Raphael – “Pixel Art”;  Photography and media works 

 

Outcomes 
1. Regular Classes 
The diversity and number of classes varies over the year due to seasonal offers and 
availability of teachers. At peak times, 60 classes per week are offered. Classes are 
attended by 10-20 participants each, according to the capacity of the room available. 
2. Workshops 
The program offered consisted this year of 13 workshops attended by 10 – 35 participants 
each. 
3. Health Care Activities 
Throughout the year, some 11-15 different therapeutic facilities on part-time basis were 
offered on a weekly regular basis in addition to  the Homeopathic Dispensary Service. 
About 50-80 appointments per week are given out to residents plus some 30-60 patients 
received by the dispensary. 
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4. Cultural Education 
Regular weekly classes: 10 music classes; 3 theatre classes, 2 art classes, various regular 
dance rehearsals for children and adults. 
5. Non-regular cultural activities: 
16 evening performances and lectures, as well as 10 exhibitions were offered. 
 

Process Time-Line 
2010-11 
 

Picture gallery 
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AUROLYMPICS 
 
 
“The first condition for acquiring power is to be obedient. The body must learn to obey 
before it can manifest power; and physical education is the most thorough discipline for 
the body. 
So be eager and sincere in your efforts for physical education and you will acquire a 
powerful body.  
My blessings are with you.” 
        The Mother (1.4.1968) 
 
Through physical education children can be made to achieve higher values of self-control, 
respecting team members and developing self confidence. Along with the development of 
the body a greater mental strength can be achieved to provide a more complete 
education to children in Auroville. Dehashakti School of physical education offers diverse 
physical subjects to develop the student‟s body more integrally.  All the activities are 
done according to the requirements and possibilities of different age groups. 
 

 
 
Program Details 
 

This year 210 students from the age of 6 years to 18 years participated in the Aurolympics 
from various schools in Auroville. 
 

Twice a year, we organise competitions. Students are divided into the following 
categories: seniors, intermediates, juniors and sub-juniors. In each of the categories 4 
teams are made and for all the competitions the individual as well as the team events 
scores are all added to the team total. By this we are able to emphasise on the team 
effort equally. Finally the prizes are given to the winning team that brings the highest 
total from all the activities – athletics, gymnastics, team games, swimming & fitness and 
over-all sportsmanship & team attendance.  
 

The Aurolympics are used as a mean to achieve the following objectives in children: 
 

 Develop deeper values, strength and respect for yourself and others; 
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 Give every student equal opportunity to actively participate, regardless of 
capacity and skill; 

 Help in the development of social conduct, group loyalty, feeling of self-worth, 
sportsmanship; 

 Experience winning, leading, and losing; 
 Provide the opportunity to learn strategies, rules, and other insights that are 

discovered through participation at the various levels of competition; 
 Provide incentive to the average and the weaker participants to improve their 

quality of performance; 
 Offer challenges to the more talented to strive for greater heights. 
 

We have been given a body not to reject it but to make it into something better. And 
that is precisely one of the goals of Auroville. The human body must be improved, 
perfected, and it must become a super human body capable of expressing a higher 
being than man. And this certainly cannot happen if we neglect it. It is only by an 
enlightened physical culture and by using physical activities - the activity of the 
body - not for little personal needs and satisfactions, but for making the body more 
capable of expressing a higher beauty and consciousness. And for that, physical 
education has an important place… 

The Mother June 2, 1970 
 

Inputs 
 

As the number of students increase every year by 15 % to 20% it becomes very challenging 
for the team of teachers at Dehashakti to be able to keep up with the increasing 
numbers. This amounts to: 
 

1. Creating more facilities and more ground-preparations 
2. Increasing students means we have to increase the team of teachers too 
3. Improving the program, upgrading it to include the growth of students 

 

Great efforts were made specially on improving the playing areas which are outdoors and 
very much affected to changes in the weather. Often hard rains damage greatly the 
playing areas and that takes a lot of effort to fix.  
Funds and man-power are required heavily to maintain the best surfaces and equipment 
for the children.  
 

Outcomes 
 

 Improvement in the performance of individuals and teams through a balanced, 
integral sports program 

 Higher opportunity to make rapid progress (especially through competition) 

 Increase in the awareness of the importance of the whole school community 

 Achievement of stronger bonds between divisional sub-groups in the school 

 Opportunity given to more students to experience the role of being a leader 

 Improvement in team spirit and performance from team members 
 

As a general rule, long-distance running is not very popular with children. The special 
features of the Endurance Race more popularly called “Run For MY Heart” , however, 
were a tremendous help to motivate most of the children to at least do their best for 
their house. We were happy to note that many children learnt to enjoy running and some 
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discovered the runner in themselves. Over the past years, the attitude towards long-
distance running has gradually undergone a major change for the better. 
Children automatically became more serious in their training for the race and the Enduro 
challenge was run with enthusiasm and commitment towards the house. It was a great 
tool to learn to lose one‟s individuality and to feel one with the aggregate. 
This race was a successful event in team effort as well as in individual dedication and 
endurance building. 
 
 

Process Timeline 
 

Academic year – July 2010 -April 
2011. 

 
24 Nov. to 10 Dec. 2010 - Team 

Competitions 
 

3rd February 2011 – Endurance Race 
 

07 Mar. to 18 Mar. 2009 – Athletics 
Aurolympics 

 
 
 
 

The name of the school programme DEHASHAKTI carries in it the goal of our research in 
the field of physical education. Dehashakti: the full power (and perfection) of the body. 
 

The aim is to develop a comprehensive programme for physical development, providing 
activities, which incorporate and develop movement, mobility, control, health, fitness, 
strength, stamina, challenge, and body skills. Emphasis is given to developing team spirit, 
fairness in play, the right attitude during competitions and games, and to encouraging 
weaker children to actively participate. 
 

In the domain of teaching methods, research has been conducted to find appropriate 
methods aimed at offering each child the same opportunity for improvement regardless 
of natural ability, size, etc. and to develop its skills at its own pace. Research on the 
physiological effect of regular participation in an organised school programme from age 7 
to 18 years old will also be conducted. 
 

Furthermore, research is being done to find appropriate programmes that encourage the 
child to experience competition in a healthy and positive way. 
 
“You can discover more about a person in an hour of play than in a year of 
conversation.” 
          - Plato 


